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Executive Summary 

The Shopping Centre Council of Australia (SCCA) represents major owners, managers and 
developers of shopping centres.  We welcome the opportunity to comment on the 2013 
Review of Retail Leases Act 1994 Discussion Paper. We also appreciate being a member of 
the Office of the Small Business Commissioner’s (OSBC) Industry Advisory Group 
established for the review. 

Our members have substantial capital invested in retail property; help facilitate part of the 
state’s retail economy; provide community hubs; and help drive the economy through a 
current development pipeline of around $3.6 billion. This development-related investment 
creates thousands of construction jobs and opportunities for small and medium businesses. 
As one example, a recently completed SCCA member project engaged around 500 
contractors and 6,800 people (including brick layers, electricians and landscapers) during 
the construction stage. Statements by the Premier, Treasurer and Planning and 
Infrastructure Minister late last year reiterated the significance of construction for 
employment and the state’s economy. 

We agree with the Paper’s broad point (at page 4) about the challenging operating 
environment in NSW. Analysis such as Commsec’s quarterly State of the States economic 
performance report, which analyses eight economic indicators (economic growth, retail 
spending, equipment investment, unemployment, construction work done, population 
growth, housing finance and dwelling commencements), has consistently cited that the NSW 
economy’s weakness stems from sluggish economic growth. This weakness affects both 
tenants and landlords; both small and large.  We disagree, however, with some of the points 
in the commentary. As an example, rather than being a challenge, we believe “the entry of 
overseas retailers” is a welcome opportunity. Further, while the Paper states that “business 
closure is increasing”, the NSW Parliament Research Service’ E-Brief (16/2012), Small 
Business in NSW: Statistical snapshot and recent developments, suggests there has been 
corresponding rates of entry, with retail ‘entries and exits’ in 2010-11 at 7,186 and 7,154 
respectively (keeping in mind that ‘exits’ are not necessarily indicative of business failure). 

A one-sided paper… 

The Discussion Paper has an obvious partisan tone, giving us little faith that landlord issues 
will be acknowledged, or treated fairly or seriously.  The Paper gives primary concern to 
issues affecting tenants and treats landlord issues as a considerably lower priority. In fact, 
in the first two chapters, a balanced view is only presented at sections 1.2 and 2.4 (relating 
to Turnover Data and Disclosure Statements), with the other sections (1.1, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 
2.4) littered with specious claims. 

We believe this imbalance is contrary to the obligation on the Small Business Commissioner, 
as prescribed under the Small Business Commissioner Act 2013, to “deal with issues 
concerning the small business sector in a neutral and independent manner”. 

The Paper also contains selective, misleading and incomplete references to source 
documents such as the Productivity Commission Inquiry into the Market for Retail Tenancy 
Leases in Australia (2008). Some proposals provide little evidence in support, or cite evidence 
which seems to verge on hearsay. 

As an example, the Paper correctly cites that the Productivity Commission “found that the 
case for government regulation of retail leasing has been well established on efficiency and 
equity principles”. However, the Commission also found that the availability of a new lease 
is a commercial matter but the Paper overlooks this latter point and includes a proposal to 
provide tenants with preferential rights of renewal. This is contrary to the Commission’s 
clear findings as well as the long-standing foundations of leasehold and freehold land tenure 
in the state. 

Section 1.1, which raises the disclosure of side-deals and incentives, shows little balance or 
objectivity and seeks to elevate the rights of “prospective tenants” over the rights of a 
sitting tenant and landlord. The Paper does not acknowledge the importance of commercial 
confidentiality. This is also another example of incomplete referencing of the 2008 
Productivity Commission report. 
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The Paper also misleads by suggesting that the 2011 Draft Retail Leases Bill was based 
on an analysis of submissions to the 2008 Discussion Paper and “further stakeholder 
engagement”.  This is not the case and it is nonsensical that the Paper’s authors would 
make such a claim.  The Bill incorporated issues that were not raised in the 2008 Discussion 
Paper and had not been discussed with relevant stakeholders, including the SCCA. 

We believe the OSBC’s involvement in retail tenancy disputes has, in part, engendered a 
negative view of landlords. The Paper openly refers to the so-called “economic exploitation” 
of some lessees, with a particular reference to “those in large shopping centres”. There are 
numerous examples whereby retailers “exploit” the system, and exploit landlords.  A classic 
example is where tenants frequently fail to return Disclosure Statements, which then 
enables them to make loose claims under sections 10 and 62D. One SCCA member recently 
experienced a so-called “unsophisticated” tenant absconding with a fit-out contribution, 
leaving the landlord with a complicated and costly legal recourse. Further, an SCCA member 
describes a similarly common issue: 

The tenant enters into negotiation with the same leasing executive. The deal is negotiated 
and terms agreed including the provision of the fit out contribution. The day after the 
tenant opens for trade, it demands immediate payment of the contribution.  Usually the 
tenants send offensive emails and abusive calls to the admin team.  The cheques are 
processed urgently and the tenant has either collected the cheque from head office or it is 
banked into its nominated account. 2 weeks after opening, the tenant claims that the 
tenant is not trading in accordance with its expectation because the Centre is trading 
poorly and demands an abatement of rent. The Landlord enters into discussion and 
requests evidence of declining sales.  The tenant refused to provide the details and then 
stops paying rent. A Notice of Demand is issued for failure to pay rent. As a matter of 
course, we also provide tenants with a minimum of 7 days’ notice to rectify the breach 
despite the Conveyancing Act allowing landlords to immediately re-enter the 
premises. During the 7 days, the tenant is allowed to re-enter the premises and collect its 
personal goods and other items.  The tenant usually takes all fixtures and fittings in the 
Premises which often results in the landlord having disputes with finance companies in 
relation to loan agreements made between lessee and financier. Unfortunately, the tenant 
does not rectify the breach and the tenant is locked out and lease is terminated. It can 
take up to 12 months to re lease the premises and the Lessor is left to make good the 
Premises.    The landlord will then commence proceedings to recover damages and loss in 
relation to the breach.  It is only after the Statement of Claim is issued that the tenant will 
make allegations of misrepresentations and unconscionable conduct.   

Red tape reduction 

We hope the Government will focus on red tape reduction as a key aspect of the review. 

The simplest way to reduce red tape is to reduce coverage of the Act to ensure that, as 
intended, only small to medium businesses are provided regulatory protection. This would 
be consistent with the Paper’s commentary and other commentary by the OSBC that a key 
focus of the review is on market-power imbalance and so-called “unsophisticated” parties.  
We would not object to the Queensland Retail Shop Leases Act provisions which require a 
tenant to receive legal and financial advice to enable them to be better informed being 
incorporated in NSW.  Our members experience fewer disputes in Queensland and we 
believe this requirement could be a key factor. 

In relation to the Act’s coverage, the question is only raised in the Paper about exempting 
publicly listed (e.g. ASX-listed) retailers.  There are also large private groups owned by 
(according to BRW and other sources) multi-millionaire families (e.g. Cotton On; Apparel 
Group; BB Retail Capital), as well as international retailers (e.g. Zara and Apple), which 
should be exempt from the Act. 

Many of these groups are far larger and more powerful than shopping centre landlords, let 
alone the landlords of retail shops on main-streets. 
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We congratulate and welcome the success of these privately-owned retail groups. Many of 
the Australian groups have even expanded their operations into overseas markets which is a 
tribute to their experience and entrepreneurship. However, in relation to the legitimate role 
of the Act, it needs to be acknowledged that such groups have the business experience, 
financial muscle, high-level advice, and market power to deal with all landlords and ‘look 
after themselves’ in negotiations.  

Like ASX-listed retailers, an automatic exemption for such groups would be simple and 
could be based on readily accessible public information.  Various thresholds are appropriate 
(e.g. turnover, staffing levels), but the simplest method would be to adopt the concept of 
“major lessee” under the Queensland Retail Shop Leases Act 1994 (Dictionary) which sets 
a threshold of 5 or more retail shops across Australia. 

Harmful proposals 

As we outline in further detail at the relevant sections, the Paper contains a number of 
proposals which we believe would be harmful to retail property investment as well as 
potentially harmful to tenants.  These are ‘headline’ concerns for us in this process.   

These include: 

 The potential registration of side-deals and incentives (Section 1.1) 

 The potential restrictions on receiving turnover information (Section 1.2) 

 The potential limitation on recovering land tax (Section 1.3) 

 The potential preferential rights of renewal for tenants (Section 3.5) 

The issues relating to land tax and rights of renewal are particularly concerning as they 
represent a structural shift in public policy by discriminating against retail property 
compared to other forms of non-residential property (e.g. office, industrial, hotels), as well 
as residential property.  In relation to the land tax proposal, it is indeed worrying that the 
Paper contains barely half-a-page of commentary and cites only the tenant’s perspective as 
an “issue”.  Based on how the “issue” is presented - which states that land tax “should not 
be a recoverable from the tenant as an outgoing” - a quick analysis of the state’s shopping 
centres (based on industry-wide data and benchmarks) reveals a potential negative asset 
value impact of $914 million if this proceeded in such a manner.  We find it difficult to 
believe that Governmental portfolio areas such as Treasury and Trade and Investment would 
not have concerns about such an impact given the relationship of valuation to taxation, 
investment and redevelopment. 

Cooperation 

We acknowledge that reviews of the Act raise contentious issues and that in the realities of 
commercial dealings, parties will not always agree. We stress that we are willing to discuss 
all relevant issues in a productive manner to ensure a fair, balanced and effective Retail 
Leases Act and which will contribute productive retail economy across the state. Our contact 
details appear at the end of the submission. 
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1. Information Asymmetry 

The Paper’s commentary on Information Asymmetry is biased against shopping centre 
landlords and makes various misrepresentations. 

The Paper also selectively references and misrepresents the 2008 Productivity Commission 
report in suggesting the Commission recommended that lease information, including 
incentives and side deals, “should be lodged in a publically accessible location”. The 
Commission recommended “a standard one page lease summary” should be lodged “at a 
publicly accessible site”. No specific recommendation was made in relation to the mandatory 
public availability of incentives and side deals. 

The Commission also states (at page 181) that “it does not appear that the lack of 
information has placed significant efficiency constraints on the market”.  At page 253 the 
Commission states: “The Commission considers that lodged lease information should not 
necessarily include information on incentives and ‘side deals’. Such a requirement would be 
difficult to enforce and would not significantly add to market information”. 

Similarly, a recent (2013) PWC report into a proposal for lease registration in Victoria found 
that a lack of access to confidential information does not lead to lesser rental outcomes for 
retailers.  

The Discussion Paper notes that “other jurisdictions including Queensland are considering 
information asymmetry issues”.  It is worth noting that since the release of the Paper for 
consultation, it has been resolved as part of the Queensland Shop Retail Leases Act 1994 
review to not include side deals and incentives as part of lease registration. 

The imbalanced commentary and framing of this issue is disappointing. It disregards 
commercial negotiations and agreements on incentives as between a landlord and tenant. 
The tone of the Paper seeks to portray such commercial confidentiality between the two 
parties in a negative light. 

The retail sector is not unanimous in seeking the disclosure of incentives. 

We have discussed the issue with retailers and there is not widespread support for having 
their side deals and incentives available on a public register, even if it means viewing their 
competitors’ arrangements. This extends to ‘updated’ side deals, which could send up a ‘red 
flag’ to others (including competitors) that a retailer is not trading well and requires 
assistance. 

It is also perplexing why the Paper is ambiguous about lease registration; a statutory 
process under the Real Property Act for the purpose of establishing indefeasibility of title 
(i.e. a legal interest in the property – similar to lease registration in other jurisdictions such 
as Queensland). 

It is not correct to say that only where the parties agree to make it a requirement of a lease, 
do leases have to be registered.  The law already requires leases (retail or otherwise) for a 
term of 3 years including options to be registered, and the majority of leases are in fact 
registered. 

We also do not agree that, if this is an issue at all, registration of leases is an issue that 
relates primarily to shopping centre leases as the Paper suggests. The requirement for 
leases to be registered applies irrespective of whether the shop is within a shopping centre 
or a single shop on a high street. 

The provision of lease information is a by-product of lease registration. This too is 
acknowledged in the Productivity Commission’s 2008 report (at page 175) and could have 
been clarified in the Paper. For this reason, the statement at page 10 that “prospective 
tenants will not be able to understand the competitive environment for a shop by calculating 
the ‘whole of the financial deal’ from information available on the register” is misleading and 
doesn’t present a complete picture. A suggestion put to us that the omission of all of the 
Commission’s commentary was to prevent the Discussion Paper from being too long lacks 
credibility. 
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1.1 How to know if it is a good deal 
 
1.1.a. Is the confidentiality of the financial arrangements between the parties 
more important than the provision of industry information? 

Yes. 

We note, however, that information is currently available in relation to the terms of retail 
leases via the publically available registration system at Land and Property Information 
(LPI). 

Lease incentives and side deals are binding confidential arrangements and obligations in a 
retail lease negotiated between the landlord and tenant.  Such arrangements could be in the 
form of rent free periods, outgoings payable, landlord’s contribution to fit-outs, tenant’s 
contributions to marketing, promotion levies, management fees and/or environmental 
levies. 

As the Productivity Commission 2008 report provides (at page 163): “incentives are a 
normal part of negotiating contracts and are common in many transactions (from 
commercial leasing to purchasing a car”).  But further (at page 164): “most incentives are 
negotiated on a confidential basis as neither party – landlord nor tenant – want such 
details to be provided to the broader market” [emphasis added]. 

It’s worth reflecting on the principal of ‘confidentiality’, which generally refers to what the 
OECD defines as “safeguarding the privacy of sensitive information”. 

It is a principle we thought the Government would support given commercial confidentiality 
is no different to the important convention of the confidentiality of Cabinet documents, 
whereby certain functions of government remain under confidentiality in the “public 
interest”. Similarly, certain “commercial-in-confidence” information within Government 
contracts are not readily made publicly available on the register of government contracts 
(reference: Information and Privacy Commission’s Government contracts and the GIPA 
Act Knowledge Update November 2012). 

The confidentiality of financial arrangements between a landlord and tenant seems to be 
disregarded or discounted. The Paper, at page 10, suggests that “the information that is 
important to many parties is the face rent adjusted for side deals”.  It is remarkable there is 
no corresponding statement that acknowledges that the commercial confidentiality of such 
information is important to the two parties to the actual lease. 

The Paper stands in contrast to the Queensland Government’s Retail Shop Lease Act 
review paper which clearly states that “it is not appropriate for the Act to override 
commercial confidentiality”. 

We have held discussions with retailers who have advised us that they do not want their 
incentive information disclosed to other retailers. The public availability of side deals and 
incentives could pose a danger for retail tenants as it may bring to the attention of 
competitors and others that the particular retailer is having financial difficulties.  This is 
unlikely to be publicity which the retailer would wish to have generated. 

Similarly, landlords may be reluctant to provide incentives if the existence of such incentives 
is going to become widely known on a public register which would have significant impact 
on retailers. 

It is worth noting that some landlords already provide broad information on lease incentives 
during market updates, investor briefings and annual general meetings. 

Comparisons have been made to the residential property market where complete sale 
information about an individual dwelling is usually available publicly. While this might be 
correct for sale transactions (as it is for shopping centre transactions as contained in 
publications such as Colliers International’s Australian Retail Investment Review 2013), 
leasing information on residential property is generally not available. Similarly, there is no 
such information available for the office market at a detailed level. 
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1.1.b. If not, how best could the whole of the financial arrangements of the 
lease be made publically accessible? 

As outlined above, we do not believe that the ‘whole of the financial arrangements’ of a 
lease should be made publically accessible to the extent that this relates to the disclosure of 
incentives and side deals. These are commercial matters that should remain confidential. 

However, if it is determined that such arrangements are to be made publicly accessible, 
there needs to be appropriate consideration given to the process for collection and release of 
information, including safeguards for confidential information.  We are specifically mindful of 
some of the Productivity Commission’s comments on the provision of information “at a 
publicly accessible site” which should be considered. The following full suite of issues should 
be considered: 

1. Non-mandatory 

The first test to safeguard confidentiality is that it should not be mandatory. The 
Productivity Commission made a ‘judgement’ in its 2008 report referenced earlier that “it 
would not be appropriate to mandate the registration of leases” in the context of information 
provision.  We agree with this statement. To overcome critical issues and concerns relating 
to commercial confidentiality, the provision of information for a public register should be 
voluntary so that parties who want to register their information can do so, and those who do 
not want to do so are not required. 

There should be little concern with voluntary registration if, as some retailer representatives 
claim, there is widespread support from retailers in wanting to have such information 
accessible. Further, we assume there is broad support in voluntarily providing such 
commercial information through a copy of a signed lease and other side documentation to 
the relevant agency.  If there is no such support in this regard, then the arrangements 
should not be disclosed as the proposal to make the information is primarily for the benefit 
of retailers. 

2. Responsibility to disclose 

Any new requirement must not place the responsibility to provide information on landlords.  
Given that the main group pushing for the availability of such information are retailer 
representatives and lease negotiators, we believe the administrative burden should be 
placed on retailers in providing such information to a register. 

3. Restrictions on the release of information 

If a voluntary approach is adopted as described above, we would support the removal of 
lease provisions which restrict the release of such confidential information on the condition 
it is only provided to the agency for registration purposes and may only be used in an 
aggregated form (see point 4 below). 

4. Aggregation of data 

It is critically important that commercial confidential information made publicly available is 
in an aggregated format, which does not enable the identification of an individual shop or 
tenant, or identify a category where there is a single shop or tenant.  This would be similar 
to the summary of shopping centre turnover information which is broken down into broader 
categories. 

5. Who runs the register? 

We are mindful of the Productivity Commission’s comments (at page 253) that lodgement 
should be with an “independent agency”. 

The Office of the Small Business Commissioner (OSBC) could be an appropriate agency, so 
long as the register operates at arms-length from other activities. 

However, a preferred option could be a public register run by one of, or a joint venture of, 
the retailer associations. This would have multiple benefits over a register within the OSBC. 
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It would prevent the Government from having to take on the cost of establishing and 
maintaining such a register (including staff, office space, IT equipment and operating 
procedures). The retailer associations are also ‘not-for-profit’ industry associations and 
therefore have a capacity to maintain an independent position for the benefit of the industry 
they serve. Similarly, it would have the benefit of the retailer associations directly being 
able to encourage their members to voluntarily submit information for the benefit of the 
broader industry. It would also have the benefit that if retailers are required to provide the 
information, they can have the advantage of subsidised access to that information as 
members of their association. The associations could also set a market value for accessing 
such information. 

This approach would be no different to other critical industry research and benchmarks, all 
of which are based on voluntary disclosure of market information and undertaken by non-
government entities. 

This includes the Property Council of Australia’s Shopping Centre Benchmarks of Operating 
Expenses (which includes itemised statutory and non-statutory expenses); the PCA/IPD 
Investment Performance Indexes which provides information on capital and rental returns; 
the Shopping Centre News Big Guns/Little Guns/Mini Guns editions which provides 
turnover information; the Urbis Retail Averages and Retail Benchmarks which provides 
information such as occupancy costs broken down into shopping centre type and retailer 
categories and; even the Westpac-Melbourne Institute Survey of Consumer Sentiment. 

6. Establishment costs 

If the OSBC was considered as the most appropriate agency to establish the register, there 
should be consideration given to the establishment and operational costs. It is our view that 
establishing such an independent register would be a costly exercise based on the resources 
we are aware of within Urbis, the PCA, and IPD that go into their research products (e.g. 
staff, desks, computers, other operating costs).  It is worth noting these research products 
also have relatively smaller sample sizes than the retail tenancy market. 

7. Context  

The context of side deals and incentives would also need to be clarified to ensure that such 
information is not misinterpreted and reduces the potential for misinformed expectations. As 
an example, incentives can be provided at the beginning of a redevelopment where a 
developer/landlord is seeking to lock in tenants at an early stage. These tenants, being the 
first to take space and at a greater level of risk, can commonly be offered an incentive. The 
final tenants to take up space, which have greater security of knowing what other retailers 
have committed to the project, may not be provided similar incentives. If a shopping centre 
was identified on a register, there arguably should be a clarification such as whether the 
lease was entered into at the beginning of a redevelopment. 

1.1.c. If information were required to be registered, how should updated side 
deals be dealt with? 

If a public register is created, whether within the OSBC or through retailer associations and, 
similar to the provision of initial information to the register, tenants could decide to submit 
a copy of any updated side deal on a voluntary basis.  As mentioned above, this would 
result in a large administrative cost burden for the relevant agency operating the register 
because of the number of updated commercial dealings between landlords and tenants 
during the term of the lease. 
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1.2 Turnover data 

 
1.2.a. What, if anything, should be done about the collection of turnover data by 
landlords? 

This is not a matter that should be considered in the Review. The Retail Leases Act has 
never regulated the collection of turnover data, nor should it. We have attached, at 
Appendix A, the reasons why turnover data is vital to the successful operation of shopping 
centres and to the tenants of those centres. 

This issue is appropriately dealt with at an industry level rather than through legislation. 
The Review of the Queensland Retail Shop Leases Act in 2013 agreed that “this is an 
industry matter, not for government regulation under the Act.” It was further noted that 
there was “Consensus for industry stakeholder discussion with a view to developing agreed 
industry practice, including possibly an industry code for the collection, supply and use of 
retail turnover in shopping centres.” These industry talks, involving the Shopping Centre 
Council of Australia, the National Retail Association (NRA), the Australian Retailers 
Association (ARA) and the Pharmacy Guild, have commenced. 

Further, section 50 of the Retail Leases Act already provides that if a retail shop lease 
requires the tenant to provide information to the landlord concerning the turnover of the 
business of the tenant, the landlord must not divulge or communicate to any person any 
information so provided by the tenant, but it does not prevent the landlord communicating 
or divulging any such information: 

(a) with the consent of the tenant; or 

(b) in a document giving aggregate turnover information about a retail shopping centre in a 
manner that does not disclose information relating to the turnover of an individual tenant’s 
business; or 

(c) to a court or an arbitrator for the purposes of any mediation or valuation for the purposes 
of the Retail Leases Act or the lease; or 

(d) in compliance with a requirement made by or under legislation; or 

(e) to the landlord’s professional advisors (such as legal or financial advisers), or to the 
proper officer of any financial institution for the purpose in good faith of enabling the 
landlord to obtain financial accommodation; or 

(f) in good faith to a prospective purchaser of the retail shop or the building of which it forms 
part. 

Failure to comply with section 50 gives rise to a penalty and the current maximum penalty 
is 20 penalty units for a breach of section 50. The value of a penalty unit is currently 
$110.00 and therefore the maximum penalty is $2,200.00. 

It is our experience that landlords do in fact collect turnover details and provide aggregated 
turnover information and reports to tenants as a matter of course.  Retailers also regularly seek 
turnover information from landlords during the term of a lease, and consider turnover 
information to be a vital tool for the benefit of both landlords and tenants. 
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2. Outgoings 

We do not agree with the flawed assumption that landlords have no incentive or desire to 
reduce outgoings because they are merely ‘passed on’ to tenants, whether through gross 
leases, semi-gross leases or net leases. 

This demonstrates a poor understanding of shopping centre ownership and management. 

At an industry level, we allocate significant resources in seeking to minimise a range of 
‘outgoings’ such as land valuation issued by the Valuer-General, land tax, council rates, 
water charges and electricity regulation. A relevant current issue is the NSW Emergency and 
Fire Services Levy which is proposed to be transitioned from an insurance-based to a 
property-based levy. We have also been in an ongoing dispute with the union representing 
shopping centre cleaners, United Voice, which has been seeking above award payments 
through a new collective agreement known as ‘Clean Start’. 

At the company and asset level, our members have strong commercial incentives to limit 
outgoings and growth in outgoings. A critical issue is that growth in outgoings can limit 
rental increases which generally need to be reported to institutional investors as a critical 
financial measure.  If rental growth is limited, this can contribute towards a negative impact 
on operating income as well as a centre’s market valuation.  This has obvious flow on effects 
in relation to cost and availability of financing, asset management and redevelopment 
opportunities for landlords.  Further, landlords do not fully recover outgoings from tenants 
as set out below. Accordingly, it is also in a landlord’s interest to minimise outgoings where 
possible. 

 

2.1   Market Rates 
 

2.1.a. How can there be greater certainty in outgoings, including management 
fees that are recovered from tenants? 

It is not clear what issue the ‘discussion’ in this section is addressing. 

Is it that there is not enough “certainty” in outgoings and this is simply a means of inviting 
the regulation of rent methodologies (i.e. net leases, semi-gross leases or gross leases)? Is 
it the concern that “outgoing expenditure has been incurred and recovered from tenants in a 
manner that is fair”? (Presumably this should read “unfair”). Does the insertion of the words 
“market rates” in the heading imply that tenants are being charged above market rates for 
operating expenditures?  Or is this just a means of proposing the abolition of management 
fees as a recoverable item, given that most of the ‘discussion’ relates to management fees. 
Without knowing what the actual issue is, it is difficult to respond. 

We are also puzzled by the reference to “bank loans, telecommunications and home leasing” 
and no information is given on how this “may assist the retail industry”. These areas involve 
business-to-consumer standard form contracts where the assumption is that one party 
operates from a position of relative ignorance with limited or no ability or bargaining power 
to negotiate or vary the terms of the contract, whereas retail leases are business-to-
business contracts, where the parties have knowledge of business affairs and access to 
specialist advice.  

If the issue is “certainty”, the main reason there is no certainty in outgoings is that 
shopping centres are generally price-takers, not price-setters, for much of the operating 
expenditures. Statutory charges and insurances, for example, are determined by other 
bodies. Only where a landlord has been able to negotiate fixed price contracts can there be 
any reasonable ‘certainty’. This is hardly a major issue, however. Tenants know at the 
beginning of the financial year how much they will be paying each month in outgoings and 
prudent tenants budget for the fact that they may have to pay a further amount at the end 
of the year when the reconciliation takes place. Alternatively they will receive a refund. 

If this is just a means of proposing the regulation of rent methodologies, no government in 
NSW or anywhere in Australia has sought to do so. Some landlords and some tenants prefer 
gross leases or, more usually, semi-gross leases; other landlords and other tenants prefer 
net leases. Each methodology has advantages and disadvantages. It is not the place of 
governments to make a judgment as to which methodology must apply.  
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If a landlord chooses a net rent methodology, governments have imposed certain 
protections for tenants (sections 22 to 30 of the Retail Leases Act). 

No example of ‘unfair’ recovery of outgoings has been cited. Section 22 of the Retail Leases 
Act already provides that a tenant does not have to pay any outgoings other than in 
accordance with the lease and only if the lease provides how the amount of those outgoings 
will be determined and apportioned to the tenant and how those outgoings may be 
recovered by the landlord from the tenant. Section 30 provides further protections 
concerning the apportionment of outgoings. 

In practice, tenants also have the opportunity to, and generally will, proactively engage with 
landlords on any concerns and to ask questions relating to outgoings throughout the term of 
the lease, and the commercial relationship between the landlord and tenant means that 
these concerns and questions are more often than not addressed promptly by the landlord 
to the satisfaction of both parties. 

There seems to be an underlying suggestion in this section of the Paper (and in the 
reference to “market rates”) that a landlord has little or no interest in keeping operating 
expenditures of the shopping centre as low as possible since these are paid by the tenants. 
As stated above, this is not the case.  Landlords have a very strong commercial incentive to 
minimise outgoings, as we outlined earlier. First, not all outgoings are recoverable from 
tenants.  Some of our members only recover around 60% of total outgoings from tenants. 
The balance is paid directly by the landlord. Second, landlords are conscious that rent and 
outgoings come out of the same pocket for retailers. If outgoings are increased, this will 
ultimately constrain rent increases and this will impact on a centre’s value and the 
expectations of investors regarding the centre assets. This is particularly important in the 
current leasing environment where rent increases are difficult to achieve. 

To provide further detail on one current example of how shopping centre owners seek to 
ensure outgoings are appropriate, owners have strongly resisted for over two years an 
industrial campaign by United Voice, the union which represents cleaners, for an over award 
payment for shopping centre cleaners and, in doing so, have attracted public and political 
opprobrium. If the owners did not have a commercial incentive to ensure outgoings paid by 
tenants and owners are appropriate, they could simply have agreed to the union’s demands, 
saved themselves from criticism, and passed on the relevant proportion of the increase in 
cleaning contracts to their tenants. 

Further, in order to maintain traffic flow into a shopping centre it is important to maintain 
the centre in an appealing manner so that it is a desirable and inviting place for customers. 
If increased regulation is imposed on landlords this may result in some landlords cutting 
costs such as cleaning, maintenance, repairs and security to minimise costs and therefore 
outgoings to a level which results in a deterioration of the shopping environment and a 
consequential effect on sales for retailers. 

In relation to management fees, this was debated during the last review of the Retail Leases 
Act and it was agreed that management fees would be retained as a recoverable outgoing 
but that the outgoings estimate and statement was to include “total management fees paid 
in respect of the centre, broken down into the fees paid towards the administration costs of 
running the centre and other fees paid to the management company.” (section 27(c)(i) and 
section 28(1)(b1)). It is not clear, given this has previously been debated and resolved, why 
this has been raised again. The Discussion Paper states that the “recent Review of the Retail 
Shop Leases Act 1994 in Queensland has an option to prohibit the collection of management 
fees or any excess under the landlord’s insurance policy.” It should be noted that the option 
to prohibit the recovery of management fees was rejected by the Reference Group 
conducting the review of the Queensland Act (which included four retailers associations) but 
the Reference Group agreed to make the same distinction between administration costs and 
management fees as in NSW. 

In relation to the excess (deductible) of a landlord’s insurance policy, the Reference Group 
in Queensland agreed this should not be a recoverable outgoing. While we do not strongly 
oppose this being prohibited in NSW, we note this would be an increase in regulation and 
could be counterproductive for tenants by resulting in higher insurance premiums and 
therefore higher insurance costs for tenants. 
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The existence of an excess (deductible) in insurance policies has significance for insurance 
premiums. As a general rule the lower the deductible the higher the insurance premium.  
Further, a tenant has the option to remove such a requirement in the commercial 
negotiation over the lease without regulating this matter under the Retail Leases Act.  

We also note that the Retail Leases Act requires a landlord to provide a disclosure statement 
at least 7 days before the lease is entered into. The information provided in that disclosure 
statement is comprehensive, particularly the section in relation to outgoings which contains 
detailed information concerning the items payable by the tenant under the lease in relation 
to outgoings as at the lease commencement date. 

The Retail Leases Act also provides that the following costs and expenses must not be 
recovered from tenants: 

1. capital costs (section 23); 

2. depreciation (section 24); 

3. interest and charges incurred by the landlord on borrowings (section 24A); and 

4. rent and other costs associated with unrelated land (section 24B). 

The Retail Leases Act also contains extensive provisions imposing limits on sinking funds 
(sections 25A to 25B) and the recovery of land tax (section 26). 

Failure to provide an outgoings estimate or an outgoings statement may result in the tenant 
exercising its right to withhold outgoings contributions under section 28A of the Retail 
Leases Act until 28 days after the landlord furnishes the estimate or statement. 

No additional regulation is required. 

2.1.b. How can the reporting obligations of a landlord who collects outgoings be 
streamlined in such a way that the tenant gets important information, yet 
unnecessary costs and any excessive reporting activities are removed? 

The SCCA has always accepted there should be protections for tenants, in terms of 
accountability and transparency, when landlords operate a net rent methodology (e.g. 
disclosure, reporting and auditing requirements), although we fail to see why retailers who 
are not small (such as publicly listed corporations) should benefit from such protections 
given their respective negotiating power. We further note that landlords can avoid these 
administrative costs by adopting a gross rent or semi-gross rent methodology which would 
obviously come at a cost to transparency and accountability for tenants. 

There are, however, aspects of the current regulation of outgoings that should be reviewed.  
We query the utility of section 27(c)(ii) and 28(1)(b1)(ii) (relating to cleaning costs). This 
was decided during the last Review of the Retail Leases Act but we are advised that very few 
tenants show any interest and tenants who are interested could avail themselves of section 
28(2). 

The outgoings provisions in the Retail Leases Act are extensive, are operating effectively 
and do not require any amendment other than as referred to above. 

 

2.2 Advertising and promotion 

Similar to our concerns raised in previous sections, we question the rationale for this issue 
where it is stated that “a number of stakeholders have expressed concerns about the use of 
advertising and promotion funds”. How many stakeholders expressed these concerns?  
Which stakeholders? What were their specific concerns? The commentary is somewhat 
misleading and incomplete. The Paper suggests that auditors “do not provide commentary 
on or analysis of the ‘value for money’ or effectiveness of the expenditure”.  Auditors do not 
provide this commentary or analysis as they are not required to do so under the Retail 
Leases Act, nor would it be practicable or appropriate for them to do so (refer below).  
Further, to do so would increase audit costs, therefore increasing the end cost to the 
tenants. 
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2.2.a. Are the current requirements for marketing plans, six monthly 
expenditure statements, advertising statements and auditor’s reports 
appropriate and necessary (an opportunity to reduce red tape)? 

We support the retention of marketing plans being available for inspection, but the 
requirement for six-monthly expenditure statements under section 54 (1) is unnecessary.  
These statements are for information purposes only and the landlord is only required to 
make the statement available. It is our understanding from our members that tenants rarely 
request to see it. 

We would support the statements being moved to an annual requirement. 

The advertising and promotion expenditure statement required under section 55, together 
with the requirement to provide a marketing plan under section 53, provide adequate 
protection for tenants. 

We would be concerned if the statement that auditors “do not provide commentary on or 
analysis of the ‘value for money’ or effectiveness of the expenditure” (aside from the fact 
that they are not required to) reflects a desire to regulate the requirement for this kind of 
analysis. We would not support the existing auditing requirements being extended in this 
manner. 

While measuring ‘value for money’ could be a subjective issue, such a requirement would 
potentially need the engagement of separate professional advice such as marketing experts, 
at additional cost and time, to undertake such analysis and provide a report. Relevant 
shopping centre information such as foot traffic and turnover information is ultimately the 
best measure to determine the success of marketing strategies. 

2.2.b. Is the current regulation for the use of advertising and promotion funds 
working well? 

The existing regulation is working well. 

The Retail Leases Act provides a range of protections in place for tenants in the use of the 
advertising and promotion funds. This includes sections 52 (Advertising and promotion 
requirements), 53 (Marketing plan for advertising and promotion), 55 (Annual advertising 
and promotion expenditure statement to be given to lessees), 55A (Non-provision of 
marketing plan or advertising and promotion statement) and 56 (Unexpected advertising 
and promotion contributions to be carried forward) of the Act. 

Outside the regulation, however, we believe there would be value in clarifying the role and 
function of the advertising and promotion funds in the OSBC’s Retail Leasing Guide to 
ensure that tenants are aware that the fund is to advertise and promote the overall centre 
(e.g. as a preferred shopping destination, to increase foot traffic, one-off and seasonal 
events such as fashion parades and Christmas promotions) as opposed to individual tenants 
or retail categories. 

We believe this would also help address inaccurate claims that have been made that a 
‘promotion allowance’, which is the term used to describe a form of rental assistance by 
some landlords, is a contribution from the ‘promotion fund’ (which would be a breach of the 
Retail Leases Act).  Given the lack of evidence or clarity on ‘concerns’ raised by stakeholders 
referred to in the Paper, it is hard to know if this has been raised as a concern and, if so, 
whether such concerns are merely a repeat of similar claims which have been proven in the 
past to be inaccurate. 

In anticipation of retailer representatives raising issues relating to advertising and 
promotion funds in similar terms as were raised in the 2011 Bill, we provide further 
comment on this topic as follows.  It has previously been suggested that retailers should 
receive a refund of their portion of any unspent advertising or promotional contributions at 
the end of their tenancy period.  Advertising and promotional contributions are generally not 
paid yearly in advance. They are usually paid on a monthly basis, similar to outgoings. 
Since they are paid monthly there is no need for a refund or a complicated formula for 
calculating refunds. 
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It is also worth noting there is not a direct linkage of outputs to inputs in promotional 
campaigns as there is with outgoings. There are swings and roundabouts which make 
further regulation of this issue impractical. Advertising and promotion campaigns often take 
months of planning and consultation with retailers, and benefits of often long term and not 
easily measurable or quantifiable. It is also often the case that a new tenant will be the 
beneficiary of advertising and promotion campaigns that were planned before the tenancy 
began (and will therefore have been paid for by other tenants). 

Further, it is also the case that anchor tenants (Myer, David Jones, Coles, Woolworths, Big 
W, Target, K Mart, etc.) spend millions of dollars in advertising in their own right in 
attracting customers to a centre and this will be to the benefit of all retailers, including 
small and medium retailers, in the shopping centre. 

Due to economies of scale in advertising expenditure (together with the landlord’s 
contribution) the advertising and promotion funds also provide benefits to retailers far in 
excess of the amount they individually contribute. 

 

2.3 Land tax 

2.3.a. Would there be a benefit or detriment if landlords are prohibited from 
recovering land tax from tenants?  

Several Government-commissioned inquiries have concluded there is no benefit to tenants 
in prohibiting the recovery of land tax from tenants. The Government-commissioned Review 
of State Business Taxes in Western Australia in 2002, for example, rejected a proposal to 
prohibit the passing on of land tax. The report found: “Such a prohibition would result in 
land owners incorporating land tax in the base commercial lease rates, rather than as part 
of outgoings to be directly paid by tenants. The net result would still be a passing on of all 
or part of the burden of land tax from land owners to tenants, but in a less transparent 
manner.” This finding was echoed the following year in the Report of the Review of the WA 
Commercial Tenancy (Retail Shops) Agreements Act which considered and rejected a 
proposal to prohibit land tax as a recoverable outgoing under that Act. 

A Bill has now been introduced in the South Australian Parliament to allow landlords to 
recover land tax from tenants. The sponsor, the Hon. John Darley MLC, an Independent and 
a former Valuer-General, noted “there is not a landlord in the state who is not passing on 
land tax indirectly to their tenants”. Mr Darley said his Bill was designed to ensure that “the 
costs associated with running a business are presented in an open and transparent 
manner.” The Bill is consistent with a recommendation of the interim report in November 
2013 of the Economic and Finance Committee of the South Australian Parliament, 
conducting an inquiry into the SA taxation system, which noted that “ultimately the cost [of 
land tax] is built into the rental agreement, albeit hidden, and often at a higher value to 
avoid any lag in recovering land tax increases”. 

The findings of these independent inquiries that there would be no benefit to tenants, and 
there would be a detriment in the form of a lack of transparency, should be accepted by the 
Review. It is puzzling that none of these inquiries has been cited in the Discussion Paper. A 
further detriment would come from the fact that this reduced transparency would make it 
easier for governments to defend land tax, and therefore much easier to raise the rates of 
land tax, because tenants would be under the mistaken belief that they were no longer 
paying that tax. 

Nor does the Discussion Paper state why only retail landlords should be prohibited from 
passing on land tax and then for only some retail tenants. The proposal would be directed 
only at retail tenants, not to tenants of office blocks, or industrial property, all of whom 
would continue to be charged land tax as a recoverable outgoing. The proposal would also 
only be directed at retail tenants covered by the Retail Leases Act. Those retailers who are 
not covered by the Act would continue to pay (their proportion) of land tax as part of 
recoverable outgoings. This would place retail property owners at a further disadvantage, 
compared to other property classes. 

This matter was fully discussed, debated and rejected in the last Review of the Retail Leases 
Act. It is puzzling why this matter would once again be raised in this Review. 
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2.4   Not disclosed 
 

2.4.a. Is the disclosure regime working as intended? Please provide 
recommendations of how it can be improved. 

It is difficult to understand the issue here. 

The heading gives the suggestion that this section is concerned with outgoings not being 
disclosed to a tenant. However all of the discussion in the section, and all of the questions 
(except for 2.4d) relate to the disclosure regime more broadly. As noted earlier (section 
2.1), section 22 provides that a tenant does not have to pay any outgoings other than in 
accordance with the lease and only if the lease provides how the amount of those outgoings 
will be determined and apportioned to the tenant. No further regulation on this issue is 
necessary. 

Given that the issue of the relevance of the current disclosure statement has been referred 
to a separate Working Group we will reserve comment on the wider disclosure regime until 
we see the recommendations of this Working Group.  We were asked to nominate a 
representative to the group.  However, while in principle we would support streamlining the 
disclosure statement to remove unnecessary duplication, we would not be in support of ad 
hoc changes to the disclosure statement that would only have the effect of undermining the 
current “harmonised” disclosure statement previously agreed for NSW, Queensland and 
Victoria. 

 
2.4.b. Should the Act provide a wider range of remedies if a landlord or tenant 
does not provide a Disclosure Statement as required? 

No.  As noted in our Executive Summary tenants frequently fail to return Disclosure 
Statements, which can enable them to make loose claims under sections 10 and 62D of the 
Act. 

Section 11 of the Retail Leases Act provides that a tenant can terminate the lease, within six 
months, if the disclosure statement was not provided or if the disclosure statement “is 
incomplete or contained information that was at the time it was given materially false or 
misleading”. This right to termination does not apply if the landlord has acted “honestly and 
reasonably” and the tenant “is in substantially as good a position as the lessee would have 
been if the failure had not occurred”.  

A tenant has a right to sue for damages (section 10) as a result of “a false or misleading 
statement or representation” made prior to entering into the lease and this includes the 
disclosure statement. In addition, following the last review of the Retail Leases Act, section 
62D was introduced giving a tenant a right to claim against the landlord if the landlord 
engages in misleading or deceptive conduct. It is difficult to see why a wider range of 
remedies is required. 

When all of the provisions of the Retail Leases Act are taken into consideration, then the 
remedies already provided for under the Retail Leases Act are more than adequate. 

2.4.c. Should the minimum time for providing the Disclosure Statement of 7 
days before the lease commences be reduced if both landlord and tenant are 
legally represented and request the option? 

Yes. The strict application of section 11(1) can be frustrating for retailers keen to open 
stores as quickly as possible, such as when they are seeking to take advantage of peak 
trading seasons, such as Easter and Christmas.  

Section 30(5) of the ACT Leases (Commercial and Retail) Act provides an example of such 
flexibility (even though this is particularly required in the ACT since the time period provided 
for the disclosure statement there is 14 days, not 7 days). 

2.4.d. Where a lease requires a tenant to pay “strata levies” should any special 
levy, extra levy or sinking fund have to be specifically disclosed (these levies 
can be significant amounts such as for major capital works to the strata 
property)?  
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Special levies, extra levies and sinking fund levies that relate to capital works cannot be 
recovered from tenants. 

Section 23 of the Retail Leases Act makes it clear that a provision in a retail shop lease is 
void to the extent that it requires the tenant to pay any amount in respect of the capital 
costs of the building in which the retail shop is located or (in the case of a retail shop in a 
retail shopping centre) of any building in a retail shopping centre or any areas used in 
association with any such building.  This means that tenants should never be required to 
contribute towards special levies, extra levies or sinking fund levies which have been struck 
for the purpose of carrying out capital works. 

Sections 25 and 25A of the Retail Leases Act regulate sinking funds.  If there is any concern 
regarding the misuse of strata sinking fund levies, then these sections could be amended to 
also cover these levies. 

2.5 Environmental Upgrade Agreements 
 

This issue relates to all retail shops and is not only a shopping centre lease issue as the 
Paper suggests. 

The Government’s Environmental Upgrade Agreement (EUA) legislation, the Local 
Government Amendment (Environmental Upgrade Agreements) Act 2010, contains a 
number of protections to ensure that a tenant is not disadvantaged.  The landlord must 
demonstrate that the capital costs which can be recovered from the tenant as an 
environmental upgrade charge are not greater than the savings which the tenant will benefit 
from as a result of the environmental upgrade. 

The legislation requires the landlord to clearly demonstrate that the tenant will be no worse 
off and in fact in most cases the tenant will be better off as a result of the environmental 
upgrade with the relevant outgoings costs (e.g. energy costs) reducing over time as a result 
of the environmental upgrade. 

2.5.a. What are the views of stakeholders on how best to manage the payment 
of an EUA levy under a retail lease? 

An environmental upgrade charge is struck under the Local Government Act and is therefore 
a statutory charge.  We do not believe an amendment is required to the Retail Leases Act in 
relation to the recovery of this charge which will be dealt with as an outgoing and the 
outgoings provisions of the Retail Leases Act will apply to such charge. 

We would have no objection however if the Disclosure Statement requirements are amended 
to ensure the inclusion of EUA charges. 

We understand that the uptake of EUAs, a voluntary agreement entered into between a 
building owner, council and finance provider – within shopping centres has been minimal 
across the local government areas where EUAs are available (City of Sydney, Parramatta, 
North Sydney, Lake Macquarie, Newcastle). 

While EUAs aim to provide a cost-effective financing mechanism for building owners to 
undertake environmental upgrades (whereby the finance is provided by a third party), which 
includes safeguards for tenants, we understand that the lack of uptake relates to a variety 
of reasons including financial reasons, complexity of the framework (including issues with 
tenants and financiers) and the issue that an EUA are charges applied to the land title. 

In relation to the concern that such agreements are based on “forecast” savings, it is worth 
noting that the nature of environmental upgrades requires a forecast of energy savings.  
Actual energy savings for a period are obviously not known until the end of that period.  
Some upgrades can have better certainty than others, such as lighting upgrades (versus 
upgrades for chillers and HVAC systems). The criticism about the uncertainty of ‘forecast’ 
savings is hardly exclusive for EUAs particularly in relation to statutory charges overseen by 
the Government. This is no different to the notion that there is no absolute certainty about 
the imposition of land tax in relation to land valuation movements issued by the Valuer-
General and the rate of land tax determined by the Treasury and administered by the Office 
of State Revenue. 
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3. Fidelity of the bargain 

3.1   Franchisee sub-lease/license 
 

3.1.a. As a sub-tenant, how can a franchisee be protected if a franchisor 
becomes insolvent or fails to meet its obligations under a retail lease?  

The relationship between a franchisor and franchisee, including protections if a franchisor 
becomes insolvent, is a matter for the Franchising Code of Conduct. These are not issues to 
be addressed through the Retail Leases Act. A lease is a contractual arrangement between a 
landlord and a tenant. In situations where the franchisor is the tenant (which would 
generally be the case) there is no contractual relationship between the landlord and the 
franchisee. It would be a legal and administrative nightmare for a situation to exist where a 
landlord is effectively required to deal with two tenants. We recognise that circumstances 
such as those described can be difficult for franchisees but they are difficulties created by 
the franchising system. As such they must be addressed through the regulatory mechanism 
in place for franchising, the Franchising Code of Conduct. We understand, following the most 
recent review of the Franchising Code, the Federal Government indicated it would undertake 
further consultation with industry on this issue. 

Issues caused by the failure of the franchisor are also matters for the Corporations Act 
which contains mechanisms for the orderly winding up of the franchisor company (including 
a possible sale of business or termination of lease by the appointed liquidator/receiver). 
Generally a liquidator will be responsible for realising assets in order to pay creditors. 
However, a franchisor’s insolvency does not automatically bring the franchise agreement to 
an end. It is therefore ultimately a decision for the appointed liquidator (or 
receiver/administrator) to decide what to do with assets of the franchisor - such as the lease 
for the shop from which the franchisee trades – whilst acting in accordance with the 
Corporations Act. These responsibilities cannot be circumvented by amendments to the 
Retail Leases Act. 

The insolvency of a franchisor is ultimately a contractual matter between the franchisor and 
franchisee. The insolvency of the franchisor may result in the franchisee being legally and/or 
financially unable to continue to operate the franchisee business. It is our experience where 
there is an insolvency of the franchisor, commercial negotiations will take place between the 
landlord and the franchisee, as in some cases a franchisee may not with to continue to 
operate the franchisee business without the support or involvement of a solvent and 
successful franchisor, while in other cases they do.  Where the franchisee has a viable 
continuing business and wishes to continue to operate the business, it is our experience that 
commercial reality prevails and the landlord will often enter into a direct lease with the 
franchisee on terms commercially acceptable to both parties.  It may not be in a franchisee’s 
best interest to be bound to the original franchisor’s lease terms in such circumstances 
which would happen if the protections suggested in the Discussion Paper were introduced. 

3.1.b. Is a registered sub-lease adequate protection in the case of the 
franchisor’s liquidation or administration? 

No. The retail premises are owned by the property owner. A sub-lease, whether it is 
registered or not, is a direct contractual relationship between the franchisor (tenant) and 
the franchisee (sub tenant). (Incidentally, it is our experience that the large majority of 
franchise arrangements involve either the franchisor entering into the lease and granting a 
licence to occupy to its franchisee or the franchisee entering into the lease, with the 
franchisor being granted certain step-in rights. Sub-leases are rare and infrequently used.) 
The Discussion Paper is correct in saying it can be difficult and expensive for the franchisee 
to enforce any legal rights against the landlord to continue with the retail lease. However, a 
registered lease will not address these issues.  That is because the franchisee, unless it 
holds the lease with the landlord, has limited legal rights even where a sublease exists with 
landlord consent, which would require the franchisee to pursue its rights under the Real 
Property Act (i.e. relief against forfeiture) which is potentially costly and may not secure the 
desired outcome for the franchisee (i.e. a lease direct with the landlord on negotiated terms 
appropriate to the franchisee).  The franchising system holds many advantages for retailers 
but it also comes with risks. Those risks cannot be mitigated by creating a contractual 
relationship which does not exist. 
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3.1.c. In some circumstances, should a franchisee be permitted to continue a 
business under the retail lease, such as assuming the rights and 
responsibilities of the franchisor (as head tenant) under the retail lease? 

No. It is more likely the case that a landlord, if it regards the franchisee as a successful and 
responsible retailer, will be prepared to negotiate the possibility of the franchisee taking an 
assignment of the franchisor lease or being granted a new lease on commercially acceptable 
terms. As noted above, in the case of an insolvent franchisor, the liquidator (or 
receiver/administrator) appointed to the assets of the franchisor will also have legislative 
rights to deal with the franchisor’s interest in the lease that would impact on any right of a 
franchisee from “taking over the lease” or otherwise dealing with the assets of the franchisor 
(including non-lease related business assets).  

3.2  Strata 
 

The Strata laws are currently undergoing a comprehensive and thorough review by the 
Government which has issued a Strata and Community Title Law Reform Discussion Paper: 
Making NSW No. 1 Again: Shaping Future Communities followed by the Strata and 
Community Title Law Reform Position Paper which was released in November 2013.  If there 
are any issues with strata shops which need to be addressed, then this review is the 
appropriate forum for such issues to be considered and not the review of the Retail Leases 
Act. 

3.2.a. What is an appropriate remedy for a tenant in a retail shop located in a 
strata scheme where something under the control of the Owners’ Corporation 
disturbs the retail business? 

A retail tenant should not be treated any differently to a residential tenant or a commercial 
tenant of strata premises. 

Similarly, a landlord of a strata retail lot should not be adversely affected by giving a retail 
tenant rights under the Retail Leases Act which are not available to any other type of tenant 
of a strata lot. 

Our members do not have interests in strata-scheme shopping centres however there 
should be a similar responsibility on Owners Corporations to ensure a property is in good 
condition and repair. 

We would note, however, that strata shopping centres are not common. We understand 
there are only 14 strata-titled centres across the state covering around 420 small tenants 
(PCA Shopping Centre Directory). However the increase in mixed-use developments 
including ‘shop-top’ housing, promoted through various Government planning strategies, 
particularly in activity centres and around public transport hubs, could give rise to an 
increase in retail shops as part of residential strata schemes. 

3.2.b. What are the benefits or detriments of tenants in a strata development 
having remedies to address disturbances arising from actions by the Owners’ 
Corporations heard by the ADT? 

We believe there would be more detriments than benefits. It is likely that there would be 
arguments concerning the appropriate jurisdiction to deal with the dispute which would lead 
to more complex litigation and increased costs for both parties.  The most appropriate forum 
would depend on the nature of the dispute. 

3.3  Anti-avoidance 
 

3.3.a. What is the best way to ensure that tenants and landlords operate 
within the policy intent of the Act, namely to ensure fair and efficient dealings 
between the parties?  

The Retail Leases Act already contains provisions dealing with unconscionable conduct and 
misleading and deceptive conduct together with a range of other provisions which set out 
minimum requirements and compensation rights for tenants. 

As a consequence the Retail Leases Act already operates in a manner to ensure fair and 
efficient dealings between the parties and no additional regulation is required. 
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3.3.b. What would be the benefits or detriments if the Act contained an anti-
avoidance clause? 

There is no legislation in any State, Territory or the Commonwealth which includes an anti-
avoidance provision of the type being suggested in the Paper. 

Anti-avoidance provisions are typically only used in direct and indirect tax legislation such 
as the Goods and Services Tax Act (Cth) (1999), Income Tax Act (Cth) (1999), State 
Revenue Legislation Assessment Act (NSW) 2012 and Payroll Tax Act 2007 (Victoria). 

It would be nonsensical to include provisions such as anti-avoidance clauses which are 
typically reserved only for taxation legislation. 

The introduction of an anti-avoidance provision is not appropriate and will create a lack of 
clarity and increase the potential for dispute which also increases the cost of compliance and 
litigation which is a detriment for both landlords and tenants. 

It is worth noting that currently under the Retail Leases Act, parties cannot contract out of 
their obligations at law pursuant to section 7 of the Retail Leases Act which provides that 
the Retail Leases Act overrides the terms of the lease.  In the absence of specific examples 
of avoidance giving rise to these questions, we consider that the current Retail Leases Act 
provisions deal with this issue. 

3.3.c. What would be the benefits or detriments if the Act contained principles 
such as a requirement for the fidelity of the bargain to be upheld? 

This discussion is based on a false premise – that the Retail Leases Act “is moving toward 
being less prescriptive” resulting in parties to a lease avoiding their obligations.  There is no 
evidence for this assertion. Indeed the opposite is true. The Retail Leases Act has 
quadrupled in size in just 20 years. Each review of the Act has added further, more 
prescriptive regulation, and there is no evidence from the Paper for this Review that the 
outcome of this Review will be any different. 

Nor is any evidence provided in the Paper that the provisions of the Retail Leases Act are 
being avoided. Many of the Act’s provisions involve penalty provisions (usually on landlords, 
not tenants). Other provisions have natural consequences such as the ability to terminate 
the lease. 

3.4  Damaged premises 

It is in our members’ interest to seek to ensure that their centres are in adequate condition, 
including maintenance and management with adequate professional services and suppliers 
to prevent and repair damage (and the Retail Leases Act includes a positive obligation on 
landlords to repair and maintain shopping centres – see section 34 (1) (f)). A well 
maintained and attractive shopping centre is an important part of brining customers into the 
centre, for the benefit of all retailers.  However, like with all buildings and structures, 
shopping centres are not immune from occasional damage and repair including from natural 
weather events. For instance, some of our members’ centres are located within townships 
that are in flood-prone areas. 

3.4.a. Are the remedies in the Act for the repair of damaged premises 
adequate? 

Yes. 

Section 36 sets out the requirements where the shop or the building of which the shop 
forms part is damaged and provides protections for the retail tenant, including the means to 
seek rectification of damage and compensation as a result of damage and disruption, that 
go beyond the protections usually seen in any other commercial leases.  Section 36 provides 
a fair balance, in particularly for problems that might arise through neglect or lack of 
maintenance by a landlord. 
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However, section 36 should be amended to make it clear that it only applies to damage or 
destruction arising from an event only occurring after the lease was entered into.  It should 
not apply where a tenant has taken a lease of a shop which already has been damaged but 
is still usable, usually at a discounted rent. There is at least one case where a tenant has 
sought to argue that damage existing at the time the lease was entered into must be made 
good by the landlord, otherwise the tenant may exercise its right of termination under 
section 36(1)(d) of the Retail Leases Act. 

It is worth noting tenants are eligible for compensation (under section 34) if the landlord 
“fails to maintain or repair the retail shopping centre as soon as reasonably practicable” 
after being requested in writing to do so by the tenant. 

Further, prudent landlords and tenants will have appropriate insurances to deal with 
circumstances where the premises are damaged for no fault of a party which should 
adequately protect parties in such circumstances.  The Retail Leases Act is not intended to, 
and should not alter the allocation of responsibility for maintenance and repair of the 
premises as agreed by the parties under the terms of the lease. 

3.5  Right of first refusal, end of lease 
 
The evidence cited for this proposed reform area is “feedback from tenants to OSBC”. It is 
disappointing that for such a significant issue, which relates to fundamental property rights, 
the OSBC did not provide commentary on property rights or seek feedback from landlords. 

3.5.a. Is there a market failure in relation to a tenant’s ability to negotiate a 
new lease at the end of a term? 

No. 

We have addressed both 3.5.a and 3.5.b together. 

A lease is an agreement by the owner of a property (landlord) and a tenant for the use of 
the property for an agreed purpose, on agreed conditions, for an agreed term, at an agreed 
price. Like any other contract, a lease has a finite life and imparts no continuing right of 
occupancy when the lease ends.  

The law of property in Australia dates back centuries and provides the critical framework for 
a stable economy and society. Fundamental to property law are the different forms of land 
ownership – freehold, leasehold, strata, company title and so on – each distinguished by the 
rights that accrue to that title. While governments have sometimes legislated to marginally 
alter these rights and principles, they have been very wary of undermining the stability and 
certainty of property laws and titles because of their importance to the effective functioning 
of society as a whole.  

Freehold title provides a property owner with much greater rights over the use and disposal 
of their property than a leasehold title does, including providing security of tenure. For this 
reason, freehold title comes at a greater cost and with greater responsibilities than a 
leasehold title. Providing retail tenants with an automatic or preferential right to renew their 
lease undermines these principles. On one hand, it erodes the owner’s freehold right to use 
their property as they wish; on the other, it provides tenants with a freehold right to 
continued occupancy when the lease ends. 

Retail tenancy legislation in Australia, including in NSW, has generally recognised that 
principle. This has been a matter which has been considered during the introduction of retail 
tenancy legislation around Australia in the 1980s and 1990s and during the many reviews of 
this legislation that has occurred over the last 20 years. In every case the Government of 
the State or Territory has declined to impose a continued right of occupancy when the lease 
has expired. (Preferential rights of renewal of retail leases in South Australia and the ACT 
were imposed by Opposition and minor parties in the Parliaments of that State and Territory 
against the express wishes of the Government of the day.) Successive Governments in NSW 
have declined to interfere with this principle. 
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Rights of first refusal or last refusal both envisage restrictions on landlord’s freedom to deal 
with their own property as they wish after the lease has ended. These restrictions raise a 
number of fundamental concerns. The main concerns are that these restrictions: 

 would provide tenants with the benefits of freehold title but without the cost and risk 
of freehold title, which is fundamentally unfair and undermines long accepted 
principles of property ownership; 

 are based on the misconception that it is always the tenant who is in a 
disadvantageous bargaining position at the end of the lease; 

 seriously impede a shopping centre manager’s ability to successfully manage the 
centre, to the detriment of all stakeholders, including the tenants, the landlord, its 
shareholders and the local community; 

 limits competition by restricting the entry of new retail tenants to the market which 
will inevitably discriminate against small retail tenants; 

 restricts redevelopment of shopping centres to improve the appearance of the centre 
and create the optimal tenancy mix for the success of the centre and its tenants; 

 reduces the value of property assets and therefore of property investments, putting 
NSW at a significant disadvantage in comparison to other States and Territories. 

The benefits of leasehold for retailers 

Before exploring this further, it is important for the Review to understand the benefits that 
leasehold brings to retailers and the reasons why retailers prefer to rent shops rather than 
purchase their own properties. This is because leasehold, unlike freehold, removes the 
property risk from retailers’ business plans; it means they have a smaller capital outlay (or 
a lower debt) and greater flexibility in locating their businesses. 

Intuitively a retailer would prefer to hold freehold rather than leasehold over their shop. 
Retailers who purchase their own shop do not have to worry about whether their lease will 
be renewed or worry about what level of rent they will have to pay in the renewed lease. 
But while a tenant retailer still has to find the capital to launch the business (or purchase 
the business), and also to fit out the shop, they do not have to find additional capital (or go 
further into debt and pay the ongoing interest on that debt) in order to purchase the shop. 
The tenant retailer, therefore, obviously has a much smaller capital outlay and much less 
capital at risk than an owner retailer. 

The relative advantages of freehold and leasehold are demonstrated in the Table 1 below, 
which compares the position of the owner retailer and the tenant retailer (both in a 
shopping strip and a shopping centre). 
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Table 1.  Owner Retailers v. Tenant Retailers 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Leasehold also gives the tenant retailer greater flexibility. While the tenant retailer does not 
have security of tenure beyond the term of the lease, they have absolute security of tenure 
for the term of the lease and on the conditions they have negotiated. Just as importantly, 
they do not find themselves anchored to that location (for longer than the period of the 
lease) and if the location turns out to be a poor one for their retail offer they can relocate to 
another centre or to another retail location at greater convenience.  In the current retail 
market, which is quickly evolving and influenced by factors such as changing demographics 
and online sales, it could be argued that the lack of security of tenure arising from a lease is 
less of an issue than it has ever been. 

By purchasing a shop the owner retailer is anchored to that location or at least is exposed to 
the risk that, if they decide to move, any attempt to sell the shop will be (during poor 
trading periods) difficult to do. If the location turns out to be unsuitable, it is not easy to 
move locations. They have to find a buyer for the retail business (not an easy task if it is in 
a poor retail location) or, if they can’t sell the business as a going concern, they have to find 
a buyer for the shop (which also might not be easy if it is a poor location for retail). Even if 
they find a buyer for the business, or just the shop, it is unlikely that they will be able to 
recoup the money they spent in fixtures and fittings setting up the retail business. 

 Capital outlay 
required 

Risk being 
carried 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Owner 
retailer 

• purchase of shop, 
including 
financing costs 

• fit out of shop 
• business set up 

costs 
 

• property risk 
• retailing risk 
 

• security of 
tenure 

• no rent  

• greater capital 
outlay 

• more capital 
at risk   

• unable to 
easily change 
locations (less 
mobility) 

• generally 
subject to 
mortgage  

 

Tenant 

retailer 
(shopping 
strip) 

• fit out of shop 

• business set up 
costs 

• retailing risk 

 

• less capital 

outlay 
• less capital 

at risk 
• greater 

mobility 
• lower rent 

(than a 
shopping 
centre) 
 

• no security of 

tenure beyond 
term of lease 

• lower turnover 
• less control 

over location 
of competitors 

 

Tenant 
retailer 
(shopping 
centre) 

• fit out of shop 
• business set up 

costs 

• retailing risk 
 

• less capital 
outlay 

• less capital 
at risk 

• greater 

mobility 
• higher 

turnover and 
sales 
productivity 

• greater 
control over 
location of 
competitors 
 

• no security of 
tenure beyond 
term of lease 

• higher rents 
(than a 

shopping 
strip) 
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Leasehold removes the property risk from retailers 

The tenant retailer also carries no property risk. Like an owner retailer they still carry the 
risk that their business plan will not be successful. If it is not successful, however, that is 
the limit of the tenant retailer’s loss. They do not also carry the risk that property values will 
decline. That risk is being carried entirely by the owner of the shop or by the owners of the 
shopping centre. In the case of a shopping centre, the owner of the centre has to find the 
capital to develop, build and refurbish the centre. 

Property risk is a very real risk. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, for example, shopping 
centre values were savagely slashed by the market and investment returns plummeted. 
Many owners went broke and shopping centres were sold off in a fire sale. The retailers in 
those shopping centres, however, generally survived. They did so largely because they were 
not carrying the property risk and did not have to service the debt on heavily mortgaged 
property that has declined substantially in value. 

Property values fell again in the wake of the global financial crisis in 2008 and 2009 and 
many investors in shopping centres suffered significant losses. While retailers have 
struggled following the cycling of the financial and monetary stimulus, most have survived 
the downturn. Once again they have not had to service debt on mortgaged property that 
had declined in value. 

For the owner of the shop or shopping centre to accept the property risk they have to 
anticipate that they will get a reasonable return on their invested capital. One person’s rent 
is another person’s income. So often in the consideration of public policy issues in the 
retailing industry the interests of the owner of the rented shop or the investor in the 
shopping centre are completely overlooked. 

In the case of most shopping centres the capital to buy or build the centre, and to regularly 
refurbish and redevelop the centre, is usually provided by superannuation funds, life 
insurance funds, real estate investment trusts, property syndicates and other property 
investment vehicles. These owners are generally ordinary investors who are saving for (or 
living out) their retirement and need to receive a reasonable rate of return on their capital. 
If they don’t then they (or more likely their financial advisers) will seek to invest their 
money where the returns are better, such as in other forms of property, equities, fixed 
interest or private capital.  Reduced investment in shopping centres would obviously not be 
in the interests of shopping centre owners, managers, retailers or customers. For retailers 
and customers, costs and prices would rise. 

End-of-lease restrictions are fundamentally unfair 

The imposition of restrictions on the freedom of landlords to deal with their own property, at 
the end of the lease, by the inclusion of a ‘right’ or ‘preference’ to the tenant to renew the 
lease, are fundamentally unfair. The argument for ‘security of tenure’ is essentially an 
argument for having it both ways: gaining the relative security that comes from property 
ownership without taking on the cost or risks of property ownership. Such measures also 
increase the property risk for the owner because they can diminish the return to the owner 
for carrying the property risk or they increase the risk of having to retain under-performing 
retailers. 

Such measures also place retail property at an unfair disadvantage compared to other 
property classes. Why should a small retailer (not to mention the large businesses, including 
listed retailers, which also have the protection of the Retail Leases Act) gain the advantage 
of security of tenure beyond the period of the lease when this advantage is not available to 
other small businesses, such as an accountant or solicitor in sole practice in an office 
building?  

End-of lease restrictions are unnecessary 

Measures designed to increase a retail tenant’s security of tenure are also unnecessary 
because, as noted below, the vast majority of tenants who have observed the terms and 
conditions of their lease and whose retail offer is still relevant to the customer base of that 
centre, do gain a new lease. 
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The SCCA has commissioned two independent reviews of lease renewals in shopping centres 
to accompany submissions in retail tenancy reviews. The first independent study was by 
Jebb Holland Dimasi of Victorian shopping centres in 2000.1 The second independent study 
was by JHD Advisors in Western Australia in 2001 and 2002.2 

The survey of 17 Victorian shopping centres (representing around 70% of tenancies in 
regional and sub-regional shopping centres) found that of the 3,825 retail leases in the 
sample, 423 leases expired that year (11.1% of the total). Of the 423 expired leases, 314 
(74%) were replaced by a new lease. Of the 109 leases that were not renewed, the majority 
(77) were not renewed at the instigation of the tenant, 20 were not renewed at the 
instigation of the landlord and 12 others could not be categorised. 

Of the tenant-instigated non-renewals, seven tenants chose to vacate for retirement or 
personal reasons; 48 chose to vacate because their shops were not sufficiently profitable; 
five because the rent was too high or the lease conditions too onerous; nine were insolvent; 
and eight vacated for reasons unrelated to the lease. Of the 20 landlord-instigated non-
renewals, 17 were due to centre redevelopments; one was because the tenant had not met 
the lease terms; and two were because the landlord needed to change the tenancy mix. This 
study showed that the vast majority of tenants in Victorian shopping centres (more than 
90%) were not at serious risk of losing their business at the end of the lease. 

The survey of 18 shopping centres in WA (representing around 40% of all tenancies in WA 
shopping centres) found that of the 339 leases that had expired in 2001 and 2002, 211 
(62%) had been renewed and another 29 (9%) were in ‘holdover’ (i.e. were still in lease 
renewal negotiations at the time of the survey.) Of the remaining 99 (29%) leases that were 
not renewed, 77 (23%) were not renewed because the tenant chose to vacate and only 22 
(6%) were not renewed because the landlord did not offer a new lease. 

Of the 77 tenant-initiated non-renewal of leases only four were not renewed because the 
rent was too high or because other lease conditions were too onerous. Of the 22 landlord-
initiated non-renewal of leases, one was because the tenant’s trading was unsatisfactory, 
one was because the tenant’s standard of presentation of merchandising was unsatisfactory, 
one was because the tenant had not met lease provisions, four were because of tenancy mix 
issues and three were because of forthcoming centre redevelopments. Another 12 were for 
reasons that could not be categorised. 

As the JHD Report noted: “The overall conclusion from the analysis of reasons why leases 
were not renewed is that the majority of leases were not renewed at the instigation of 
tenants. Within that group, business failures or changes to company structures accounted 
for the majority of non-renewals. The number of landlord-initiated non-renewals was 
relatively small, and within that group, the number of leases that were not renewed because 
of the unsatisfactory performance of tenants was also very small.” 

End-of-lease restrictions threaten viability 

Measures designed to increase a retail tenant’s security of tenure simply cannot be imposed 
without cost. They are destructive of the vitality of shopping centres and are therefore 
harmful to the ongoing viability of those centres. 

While, as outlined above, the number of leases not renewed at the landlord’s initiative is 
relatively small, it is vital that landlords retain the discretion and flexibility not to renew 
leases. Shopping centres are vibrant and complex things. They must remain relevant to the 
constantly changing tastes of their customers. They must have broad cross-sectional appeal 
for all customers from young people to mature aged persons. They also have to constantly 
adapt to demographic changes in their catchment areas. 

If a shopping centre does not maintain an appeal to all of its customers (i.e. have the right 
‘tenancy mix’) it will lose customers and stagnate to the detriment of its tenants as much as 
its owners. Occasional changes to the tenancy mix of shopping centres, as well as fairly 
regular redevelopments, are therefore a very necessary fact of life in a shopping centre.  

                                                
1
 Retail Tenancies Legislation – Data Report – April 2001, Jebb Holland Dimasi 

2
 Western Australian Retail Tenancies Review, Industry Structure and Lease Renewal Patterns, December 2002, 

JHD Advisors 
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Management of the tenancy mix is a constant and evolving process designed to maximise 
the customer pulling power of the centre for the benefit of all retailers. An automatic or 
preferential right of refusal undermines the capacity of centre management to undertake 
this necessary fine-tuning of a shopping centre. Retailers who choose to locate in a shopping 
centre because of its attractiveness to customers must accept this fact. 

At the heart of arguments for measures such as first right of refusal for sitting tenants is the 
idea that landlords capriciously refuse to renew leases. This is nonsense. It would be an 
irrational act for a landlord to drive out of a shopping centre a well-performing tenant whose 
retail offer is still relevant and attractive to customers and who has observed his obligations 
under the lease. This is because there is always a real risk that that retail space cannot be 
re-leased or be re-leased quickly. 

Automatic rights of renewal and similar measures become, almost by definition, protections 
for poorly performing or poorly managed tenants. They act as a disincentive for retailers to 
invest and innovate.  Poorly performing retailers are likely to become complacent in such an 
environment.  This is why good retailers distance themselves from calls by retailer 
associations for such measures. These retailers know that the retention of poorly-performing 
tenants drives down the overall quality of a shopping centre causing it to lose drawing 
power among its customers. This will directly affect their own sales performance and could 
do so even more directly if customer traffic flow to their part of the centre is reduced. 

End-of-lease restrictions discriminate against small retailers 

Such measures also, in the longer term, discriminate against small tenants. Security of 
tenure measures are likely to mean a greater propensity for owners to “play safe” and give 
preference to established retailers or state or national retail chains when seeking new 
tenants. Faced with a choice between an established retailer and someone seeking to set up 
in business for the first time, the landlord will be less likely to take a risk on the small 
retailer or would-be retailer. 

Because these measures increase the property risk for owners they would then have to 
compensate by seeking to lower their overall risk when they take on a new tenant. They do 
this by seeking a higher rent at the outset and/or greater requirements for bank guarantees 
or personal guarantees from tenants. It is the small retailer, or would-be retailer, who 
ultimately suffers from the adoption of so-called ‘security of tenure’ measures. This perverse 
outcome is frequently the consequence of regulatory approaches seeking to reduce risks 
faced by one party. This is because those risks are not eliminated by the regulation; they 
are simply shifted elsewhere. 

End-of-lease restrictions are anti-competitive 

National competition policy requires that legislation not restrict competition unless the 
public benefits outweigh the costs. There is no doubt that security of tenure measures are 
anti-competitive because they restrict the entry of new retailers into the market. In terms of 
the costs and benefits of security of tenure proposals, any benefits would obviously only 
accrue to those retail tenants who would not otherwise be offered a new lease by their 
shopping centre. The costs however, would be imposed on centre owners and managers, 
potential new retail tenants and, perhaps most importantly, shopping centre customers. 

The costs imposed on centre managers and owners are significant. Essentially, they are the 
restrictions on the owner/manager’s ability to successfully manage a centre and the 
reduction in the value of the property as a result of the limitations on its use. The costs are 
particularly high for potential new entrants to the retail market. If existing tenants are, 
effectively, given a lease in perpetuity, opportunities for new entrants to the industry are 
severely restricted. Competition is therefore diminished. 

Shopping centre customers would also bear the cost because competition between retailers 
would be reduced. For example, there may be a potential new retail tenant who would be 
able to offer the same goods as an existing retailer in a centre but at a reduced price. 
However, the customer would not be able to take advantage of this lower price unless the 
existing tenant decided to terminate the lease and leave the centre, allowing a lease to be 
granted to the new tenant. 
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3.5.b. Would there be a benefit or detriment if sitting tenants had a right of 
first or last refusal for a new lease upon the expiration of the initial term of 
lease? 

See above. 

3.5.c. Would there be a benefit or detriment if sitting tenants had a right for 
the period of ‘holding over’ to be a rolling six month lease that began when a 
negotiation finally failed? 

No. 

This is a puzzling suggestion. If a negotiation has “finally failed” then neither party would 
seek to remain in the current relationship. Both parties would wish to “get on with life” as 
quickly as possible. There is no evidence that tenants want, or seek, a longer period in order 
to exit the tenancy. Nor is there any evidence that landlords want or seek a longer period. 
The present period of one month’s notice is fair to both landlords and tenants. 

On the assumption that what this question really means is a rolling six month lease that 
began when the existing lease expires, this would be detrimental to both landlords and 
tenants. There would be no incentive on landlords and tenants to reach agreement on a new 
lease. The present arrangements provide an incentive for both landlords and tenants to 
conclude negotiations. 

We repeat what we noted above. A lease is an agreement by the owner of a property 
(landlord) and a tenant for the use of the property for an agreed purpose, on agreed 
conditions, for an agreed term, at an agreed price. Like any other contract, a lease has a 
finite life and imparts no continuing right of occupancy when the lease ends.  

Section 44 of the Retail Leases Act already provides that not less than 6 months and not 
more than 12 months before the expiry of a lease the landlord must by written notice to the 
tenant either: 

(a) offer the tenant a renewal or extension of lease on terms specified in the notice; or 

(b) inform the tenant that it does not propose to offer a renewal or extension. 

An offer of renewal or extension is not capable of revocation for 1 month after it is made. 

Whilst the landlord cannot revoke the offer for 1 month, if the tenant accepts the offer, the 
tenant may then delay negotiating, finalising and executing the new lease.  If the tenant 
delays in executing the new lease and then decides not to execute and vacate, the landlord 
is disadvantaged as the landlord has not been in the market place seeking a replacement 
tenant because it had thought it had an “agreement” for a new lease with the tenant.  To 
ensure certainty for both parties the tenant should be required to execute the new lease 
within 3 months of acceptance of the offer. 

A technical issue with section 44 is that if the landlord fails to give a notification to the 
tenant as required, the term of the lease is extended until the end of 6 months after the 
landlord gives the notification required by section 44, but only if the tenant requests that 
extension by notice in writing to the landlord, given before the lease would otherwise have 
expired.  The landlord cannot remedy the failure by serving a late notice. The section should 
be amended so that the landlord can cure the failure to serve the notice. 
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4. Streamlining / simplification 

 

4.1  Standard lease  
 

4.1.a. Would there be a benefit or detriment to the leasing industry if a 
standard lease was introduced that is clear, concise and easily 
understandable? 

No.  This is not necessary and may be in fact a detriment to the leasing industry. 

The Law Society of NSW has produced a clear, concise and easily understandable retail lease 
which is used by small to medium sized landlords who own a small number of retail shops. 

The Real Estate Institute of NSW also has a clear, concise and easily understandable retail 
lease which is generally used for short term retail leases. 

After the Retail Leases Act was introduced in 1994, the Property Council of Australia (then 
known as the Building Owners and Managers Association or ‘BOMA’) together with the 
support of the then Retailers Traders Association developed a standard retail lease for 
shopping centres which was made available to its members for a small fee.  The take up for 
this standard lease was minimal given that most retail landlords have their own form of 
lease and do not have any need or desire to use a standard retail shopping centre lease. 

If a standard lease is developed and introduced, for the benefit of small landlords and 
retailers, it should not be imposed on all parties. 

Our members, who deal with relatively large properties and a relatively large number of 
retail leases, have made a significant investment over time in developing their leases based 
on their commercial arrangements. This is often used as a point of difference between 
landlords.  While there might be an aim for simplification, especially for small landlords and 
tenants, this should not come at the expense of leases that have been developed by larger 
landlords.  The aim of simplification might also be in conflict with the need to disclose all 
relevant information to retail tenants, so a standard lease could place a limit on such 
information or lead to complex variations or a departure from standard conditions and 
potentially reduce competition between landlords who often use their own standard lease as 
a point of difference and a reason why a retailer should choose a particular centre over 
another. 

Further, many of our members operate properties in multiple jurisdictions and attempt to 
use a standard lease for those centres to create efficiencies which already minimises costs 
and time when dealing with the same tenant across multiple jurisdictions. 

4.1.b. What would be the most effective way of developing a standard retail 
lease for NSW retail leases?  

This is not necessary or required for the reasons outlined above. 

4.2  Appointment of specialist retail valuers 
 

4.2.a Is it appropriate for the Registrar of Retail Tenancy Disputes to appoint 
specialist retail valuers rather than the Administrative Decisions Tribunal? 

The appointment of specialist retail valuers by the ADT was a decision of the last review of 
the Retail Leases Act, taken over the objection of some stakeholders, to ensure that as 
experts appointed by the tribunal they would not be open to being sued in negligence. This 
was a compromise from the initial proposal which was to legislate that there be an implied 
condition in the appointment of a valuer under the Retail Leases Act that the valuer would 
not be liable for damages, provided the valuation is conducted in good faith. There was an 
understandable concern that such a legislative provision would lead to similar demands from 
other professionals. If the appointment was instead to be made by the Registrar of Retail 
Tenancy Disputes, who is not part of the ADT (or its replacement, NCAT), we cannot see 
how the immunity can be maintained. We have no objection to such a change being made, 
but it must be clear that the valuer would no longer be regarded as a court-appointed 
expert. 
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4.2.b. Should the definition of ‘specialist retail valuer’ be expanded to include 
specialist retail valuers with some experience that also meet an approved 
accreditation standard? 

We have insufficient information to make a comment on this proposal. We would need to be 
advised of what “some experience” would entail and further information about the 
“approved accreditation standard”. It is our recollection that the qualifications for retail 
valuers were reduced around a decade ago and the current paragraph (a) was included in 
the definition of “specialist retail valuer”. We would oppose any amendment to paragraph 
(b). 

4.3  Registration of leases 
 

We want to address the issue of whether registration of leases should be prescribed under 
the Retail Leases Act in case this is recommended in other submissions to the review.  We 
do not believe the Retail Leases Act should make such a prescription as it would be 
unnecessary. We have discussed this issue with the Property Council of Australia (PCA) and 
have endorsed their formal position which has been provided to us as follows: 

There has been discussion concerning whether or not a lease for a term of 3 years or more, 
including options, in NSW is required to be registered.  It has been suggested that there is 
currently no requirement to register leases and therefore the Retail Leases Act NSW 1994 as 
amended requires amendment to make it compulsory for leases to be registered. 

We submit that it is not necessary for the Retail Leases Act to be amended to provide for the 
mandatory registration of leases for the following reasons: 

1. The Retail Leases Act defines a retail shop lease or lease as any agreement under 
which a person grants or agrees to grant to another person for value a right of 
occupation of premises for the purpose of the use of the premises as a retail shop: 

(a) whether or not the right is a right of exclusive occupation; and 

(b) whether the agreement, express or implied; and 

(c) whether the agreement is oral or in writing, or partly oral and partly in writing. 

The effect of this definition means that for the purposes of the Retail Leases Act, 
licences and other agreements which do not grant interests in land are caught by the 
definition of retail shop lease.  Licences by their very nature do not create interests in 
land and are not leases for the purposes of the Real Property Act NSW 1900 or the 
Conveyancing Act 1919 NSW as amended.  Accordingly, these types of retail shop 
leases can never be registered, nor should they be registered given the rights granted 
to the retail tenant are only rights in contract.  The fact that the licences and contracts 
cannot be registered does not affect the retail tenants’ ability to make a claim under 
the Retail Leases Act. 

As a matter of law (absent the Retail Leases Act), a lease grants possession of land to 
a tenant for term.  An agreement for lease, by definition, does not create a term.  It is 
an agreement by which parties undertake to enter into a lease for a term, at a future 
date.  Again, these are contractual rights, not interests in land, which are incapable of 
registration under the Real Property Act. 

2. The law already requires leases for a term of 3 years including options to be 
registered. The NSW CCH Conveyancing Law and Practice at paragraph 25-410 it 
states: 

“A lease of land for a life or for lives or for any term of years exceeding 3 years should be 
executed in the approved form (section 53(1)) and should be registered in order to pass a 
leasehold estate or interest under the Real Property Act 1900 (section 41).” 
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Further, at paragraph 25-410 it states: 

 “To summarise the effect of section 53(1): 

1. Leases for a term of more than 3 years must be registered.  The consequences of not 
registering such a lease are outlined at 25-430.” 

The effect of registration means the tenant with a registered lease has the benefit of 
indefeasibility under section 41 of the Real Property Act. 

3. Because of the definition of “lease” in the Retail Leases Act, it is possible that the 
parties themselves might not even know when a lease has been “entered into”.  This 
can occur when informal oral agreements are made, as occurred in cases such as 
Perhauz & Anor v SAF Properties Pty Ltd & Ors [2007] NSW ADT 122.  Registration of these 
leases cannot be reconciled with the formal, documentary process underpinning the 
Real Property Act. 

4. Section 53(1) of the Real Property Act contemplates that leases exceeding 3 years should be 
registered.  In Carberry v Gardiner (1936) 36 SR (NSW) 559, Jordan CJ: 

“As regards land under the provisions of the Real Property Act 1900…. When any such land 
is intended to be leased for any term of years exceeding 3 years, a memorandum of lease 
must be registered: s53.  It follows that, subject to any exception introduced by s53, no 
common law term can be created in such land by an instrument unless it is both registrable 
and registered.  An informal instrument may, however, be treated as evidencing an 
agreement for a formal lease, of which a Court of Equity may decree specific performance 
by the execution of a registrable instrument: Wellington City Corporation v Public Trustee 
[1921] NZLR 1086.” 

5. If a lease is not registered, it is not fully effective, which means the solicitor for the 
landlord or for the tenant may be liable to his or her client if the client suffers loss.  
Loss may occur where the lease is terminated before the expiry of the intended lease 
term or where the lease or an option for renewal has been rendered ineffective by the 
acquisition of an interest by a subsequent purchaser or mortgagee which is free from 
the tenant’s leasehold estate.  More importantly, a landlord’s failure to execute and 
register a lease means that it has no cause of action under the guarantee contained in 
a lease: Gobblers Inc. Pty Ltd v Stevens (1993) NSW Conveyancing Report 55-665.  In some 
situations the landlord will have an action for negligence against his solicitor in respect 
of any breach of his obligations to protect the landlord both before and during the sale 
process if the solicitor has failed to register the lease and the landlord subsequently 
sells the property. 

6. NSW CCH Conveyancing Law and Practice at paragraph 25-450 under the heading 
Conveyancing Practice states: 

“The following suggestions (AGL – Andrew Lang) are made in order to protect lessors and 
lessees of leases under the Real Property Act in view of section 42(1)(d) and section 53(1): 

1. a lease whose term when added to the duration of any option for renewal, exceeds a 
total of 3 years should be registered. 

2. in view of the potential claim for damages by the lessee against the former lessor, the 
lessor also has an interest in registering the lease – at least before completing a sale or 
other dealing which might detrimentally affect the lessee.” 

7. Finally, there are circumstances when it is appropriate to delay registration of leases.  
When shopping centres are undergoing redevelopment it may be necessary for stratum 
subdivision plans, subdivision plans, consolidation plans, easements to be released, 
new easements created and restrictions to be registered on title. 

 Section 195D of the Conveyancing Act provides that the Registrar General may refuse 
to register or record a plan unless written consent to the registration or recording is 
provided from any tenant under any registered lease. 
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 It is the Registrar General’s current requirement that written consents be provided from 
each individual tenant with a lease registered on title.  This means from an 
administrative perspective that each and every tenant in the shopping centre is 
required to provide a written consent addressed to the Registrar General in relation to 
the registration of the deposited plan. The practicalities of achieving the individual 
consents is challenging. Any consent required by section 195D(2) of the Conveyancing 
Act 1919 must be in letter form and accompany the plan. 

 The Registrar General may, but is not obliged to, dispense with the requirement of 
consent to a plan.  The Registrar General has exercised such a discretion where it has 
been demonstrated that the tenant would not be adversely affected by registration of 
the plan. The onus of demonstrating this is on the landlord, and the Registrar General 
takes a conservative view.  Baalman and Wells, Land Titles Office Practice sets out the 
Registrar General’s requirements. 

 It is clear that the existing legislation, case law and conveyancing practice requires 
that leases for a term of 3 years including options must be registered, and no further 
legislative intervention is required. 

 Any amendment to the Retail Leases Act to include mandatory lease registration is not 
necessary, and will cause further regulatory burden given that the Retail Leases Act 
not only applies to leases to which the Real Property Act and Conveyancing Act apply, 
but also to licences and other agreements which are not leases for the purpose of the 
Real Property Act, and cannot be registered. 

 If a registration requirement was adopted, the following questions would need to be 
addressed: 

(a) How can you register an oral agreement? 

(b) What is to be the trigger for registration, in cases where the parties themselves might 
not even know if they have “entered into” the lease? 

(c) How can you register a lease under the Real Property Act where the Lease is an 
agreement which does not have a term? 

4.3.a. Should the time required for registration of a lease by the landlord be 
expanded from one month to three? 

The time for registration of a lease (at section 15 (1) (a) and (b)) should be expanded from 
one month to three months, subject to conditions concerning limitations imposed by the 
actions of third parties including mortgage holders, Land and Property Information (LPI) and 
planning regulation. There are circumstances whereby a landlord may be unable to register 
a lease even within an expanded 3 month period.  Reasons beyond a landlord’s control why 
a lease cannot be registered within the required timeframe (beyond mortgagee’s consent 
issues) include Land and Property Information (LPI) requesting lot consolidation as part of a 
redevelopment. 

Other issues which can delay registration include where leases are not completed (e.g. with 
the inclusion of the commencement date) until fit-out works are completed which can 
sometimes take months, and the time taken to complete a survey plan.  While survey plans 
are not mandatory for lease registration, some of our members, as a business practice 
(which retailers have agreed is also in their interests), attach a survey plan to the lease for 
the purposes of registration. 

For this reason, we would support a broad provision in the Retail Leases Act that provides 
that landlords have to make their “best endeavours” to register the lease to address 
circumstances beyond their control.  The ACT legislation simply requires, by way of 
comparison, the landlord to “take all reasonable steps to hasten the registration of a lease”. 

It is also recommended that consideration be given to lease registration being within 3 
months from the later date of the commencement date of the lease or the tenant signing 
and returning the lease, but still subject to a provision about circumstances beyond the 
lessor’s control as outlined above.  
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4.3.b. Should there be more a more effective remedy where the landlord does 
not register the lease or provide the tenant with a signed copy of the lease 
within the timeframe required by the Act? 

There should be no remedy or penalty on a landlord where failure to register a lease within 
the required timeframe is due to circumstances beyond their control and with a reasonable 
explanation. 

If a penalty is to be imposed on landlords for failing to register a lease on time, there should 
be a requirement (and a penalty in the event of failure) on tenants to execute a lease within 
a certain period (say three months), since this also delays the registration process. It is 
grossly unfair that only one party to a lease transaction should be penalised for a delay in 
registration caused by another party, particularly if that delay it outside of that party’s 
control. 

4.4 Disclosure statements 
 

4.4.a. Are the current Disclosure Statements working effectively?  

We believe disclosure statements work effectively to the extent they aim to provide relevant 
information. We also support harmonisation between jurisdictions, and the retention of a 
single statement as opposed to the Victorian approach of having 4 different statements. 
However disclosure statements have become lengthy documents which contain unnecessary 
duplication of information. 

We also support the requirement for a tenant to give a landlord the lessee’s disclosure 
statement, and the retention of a penalty if the tenant fails to provide the lessee’s disclosure 
statement. Section 5 of the lessee’s disclosure statement invites the tenant to insert 
“matters such as agreements or representations relating to exclusivity or limitations on 
competing uses, sales or customer traffic…”. This means that such issues can be identified 
and resolved before a lease is entered into and both parties incur costs. 

We are aware that a working group has been established by the OSBC to investigate 
streamlining disclosure statements and we nominated a representative to that group.  We 
would have some concerns if the OSBC (and/or the Retail Tenancy Unit or Dispute 
Resolution Unit) is treated as a ‘stakeholder’ of that group whilst at the same time; the 
OSBC is running the group. The recommendations of the working group should, however, be 
subject to transparent consultation to ensure a broader range of parties can provide advice 
and input.  This is particularly the case if the OSBC is providing its own input as a 
‘stakeholder’. 

Consideration should also be given to requiring small to medium sized tenants to provide a 
financial advice report and legal advice report before entering into the lease as is currently 
required under section 22 (6) of the Queensland Retail Shop Leases Act.  The legal report is 
particularly beneficial as it requires a lawyer to state that he or she has given advice about 
the legal meaning and effect of the terms and conditions of the lease and the Disclosure 
Statement. 

4.4.b. If not, how should they be streamlined to remove unnecessary 
compliance burdens on parties. 

The requirement (at section 11(1)) to issue Disclosure Statements at least seven days 
before a lease is entered into should be amended to provide some flexibility. There are 
situations whereby this section holds up both landlords and tenants in entering into a lease 
in a timely manner (as outlined in our response at section 2.4b earlier in this submission). 
This can be the case in peak trading periods such as Christmas and school holidays.  A 
provision similar to the ACT Leases (Commercial and Retail) Act 2001 (section 30(5)) 
whereby a solicitor’s certificate can be provided which states that the tenant has chosen to 
waive or vary the time limit should be considered by the NSW Government. 

In relation to the Disclosure Statement itself, as noted above we believe there are areas of 
duplication that can be removed. This includes items such as the annual base rent, rent 
reviews, percentage rent and insurance. These matters should be investigated by the 
working group that has been established. 
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In anticipation of a desire to make Disclosure Statements ‘online’ statements, we would be 
keen to ensure that such a move is not compulsory on landlords.  Aside from our scepticism 
that such a move would be to seek to capture lease information by the OSBC, our members 
have invested significantly in their own comprehensive systems for the preparation of 
disclosure statements given the large amount of leases they enter into. These systems 
enable the completion of a large volume of statements as well as integration with leasing 
and finance systems as part of overall asset management activities. This investment should 
not be discarded with a preference for such statements to be filled in online on either a 
closed or open website.  This would create greater administrative burden and cost. 

4.4.c. Would it be beneficial for a working group to be convened to examine 
ways to streamline disclosure requirements and reduce red tape? 

As per the above, we support the working group with appropriate representatives, 
professionals and experts to examine ways to streamline disclosure statement requirements 
such as the removal of unnecessary duplication. We provide this support on the basis that 
the working group is examining streaming disclosure statements and is not investigating 
significant changes that could have a material impact on rights and obligations under other 
parts of the Retail Leases Act. We also provide this support on the basis of being able to 
consider the recommendation from this group. 

 

4.5 Mortgagee consent fees 
 
4.5.a. Should the Act clarify whether or not mortgagee consent fees can be 
passed on to a tenant?   

Mortgagee consent fees should not be recoverable. We support an amendment to the Retail 
Leases Act to clarify this. 
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5. Fair dealings 

 

5.1 Test of good faith 
 

5.1.a. Would a duty to act in good faith result in fairer and more efficient leases 
and reduce the number of disputes or have the opposite effect?  

The Retail Leases Act already contains provisions in relation to unconscionable conduct and 
misleading and deceptive conduct (including in relation to pre-lease negotiations). We do 
not believe that there needs to be a duty to act in good faith incorporated into the Retail 
Leases Act. There are adequate protections for landlords and tenants in relation to unfair 
practices. 

To introduce a separate duty to act in good faith would increase the number of disputes and 
increase the costs of resolving those disputes by putting the conduct of the parties into the 
hands of the courts. This would also give rise to further potential for confusion between 
“good faith” and “unconscionable conduct” which is already set out in the Retail Leases Act. 
We have serious concerns that like unconscionable conduct, a duty to act in good faith could 
lead to spurious claims by retail tenants against landlords where they are seeking to avoid 
previously agreed commercial arrangements.   

The Retail Leases Act already provides in section 62B that one of the matters the Tribunal 
can take into account when determining whether a landlord or a tenant has engaged in 
unconscionable conduct is the extent to which the landlord and the tenant acted in good 
faith. 

While we anticipate some stakeholders will submit that the current unconscionable conduct 
test is too difficult to prove, it should be noted that such a test should be reasonably difficult 
to prevent mischievous claims.  To have an ‘easier’ test would potentially lead to increased 
uncertainty and create a less efficient retail leasing environment. 

Since the inception of the doctrine of good faith in Australian contract law, there has been 
little consensus as to its meaning and its acceptance. 

Problems of incorporating a specific good faith provision into the Retail Leases Act include: 

 the term “good faith” is not clear and has not been properly defined by the courts. There 
have been some judicial interpretation of the term but there is no widespread acceptance 
that there is an obligation of good faith in contractual matters; 

 the concept of “good faith” is an overarching principle that guides how parties should 
behave to each other. How parties should behave to each other depends very much on 
the context and consequently, the term takes on different meanings depending on that 
context. The exact content of the obligation depends on the type of contract, the factual 
matrix, the parties involved and so on which leads to uncertainty and increased costs if a 
party makes a claim for a breach of “good faith”; 

 a statutory definition of “good faith” would be sweeping and indiscriminate and apply to 
every aspect of a particular lease, raising the bar across all jurisdictions and across all 
business contexts, without consideration to specific circumstances and potentially 
inconsistently with the intentions of the parties (as evidenced by the express terms of the 
lease); 

 there is currently no uniformly agreed definition of “good faith”, making a statutory duty 
of good faith near impossible to define, leading to uncertainty and therefore would be a 
litigators delight; and 

 since “good faith” cannot be satisfactorily defined or commonly understood it is unlikely 
to result in any change to the business practices of landlords or tenants and can only add 
to business uncertainty. 
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The NSW Government should also consider the Federal Government’s policy commitment, 
through the Small Business Minister the Hon. Bruce Billson MP, to extend the 'unfair 
contract' provisions which currently apply to business-to-consumer contracts in the 
Australian Consumer Law (in the Competition and Consumer Act) to business-to-business 
contracts. As presently outlined, this policy would apply to all business-to-business 
contracts, including retail leases. 

Submissions to the review may also raise that the duty to act in good faith already exists in 
employment law, in the form of “good faith bargaining” in relation to a new enterprise 
agreement, administered by the Fair Work Commission. Aside from the fact that 
employment law is a separate area of policy and regulation, it is worth noting that principles 
under employment law are already incorporated in sections of the Retail Leases Act such as 
“disclosing relevant information (other than confidential or commercially sensitive 
information) in a timely manner” (Source: Fair Work Commission website – www.fwc.gov.au). 

5.2 Bank guarantees 
 

5.2.a. Should the Act deal with the drawn down of a bank guarantee? 

No. Bank guarantees are an unconditional undertaking from a bank to a landlord. Provisions 
regarding the draw down and return of the guarantee are matters for negotiation in the 
lease and with the relevant bank. There is no need for such arrangements to be regulated 
by the Retail Leases Act. Insolvency legislation already addresses key points in relation to 
when such guarantees may be called upon. The Discussion Paper gives no evidence there is 
a problem that needs to be addressed, and simply makes assertions which have not been 
backed up by examples. 

The Review should take considerable care about proposed regulation of bank guarantees. 
The major reason for the increase in the use of bank guarantees in retail leasing is the over-
regulation of cash security deposits which occurred at the last Review. This unintended 
consequence was not considered by the Government at the time. Similar unintended 
consequences may occur if the Government extends this regulation to bank guarantees. 

5.2.b. Should there be a timeframe after the end of a lease when the landlord 
must release the bank guarantee? 

Although we do not consider bank guarantees need to be regulated, we have no objection to 
a timeframe provided this is a sensible and realistic one that will ensure that any breaches 
of the lease have been notified and rectified. We note, however, that as in so many other 
areas of the Discussion Paper no evidence has been provided that this is a problem that 
requires regulation. 

We consider the 30 day period provided in the ACT is not sufficient and we would 
recommend a period of at least 90 days after expiry of the lease, assuming the tenant has 
not exercised any option of renewal, is no longer in possession of the shop and has complied 
with all make good obligations. 

In addition, any regulation of the return of a bank guarantee must make it clear that such a 
provision does not apply until the tenant has performed the obligations secured by the 
guarantee.  For example, a landlord should not be required to return a bank guarantee after 
an arbitrary timeframe where the tenant has delayed completion of any defit and make 
good obligation required at the end of the lease. 

In this regard we not that the Discussion Paper specifically refers to the fact that the ACT 
Leases (Commercial and Retail) Act 2001 states that a bond or guarantee must be returned 
to the tenant within 30 days after the end of the lease or when the tenant vacates the 
premises, whichever occurs first. However, this is misleading. While section 45(2) of the 
ACT legislation does contain such a provision, importantly, section 45(1) effectively limits 
the operation of this provision and states: 

Return of guarantees 

(1) This section applies if –  
(a) the lessor has required a guarantee to secure the tenant’s obligations under the 

lease; and 
(b) the guarantee is not part of the lease; and 
(c) the lease is not being extended under an option; and 
(d) the tenant has performed the obligations secured by the guarantee [emphasis 

added]. 
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6. Coverage of the Act 

6.1 Definition/List 
 
6.1.a. Are retail shops that are currently not covered under the Act which 
should be? 

See below. 

 

6.1.b. Are retail shops that are currently covered under the Act which should 
not be? 

We have addressed these questions together. We suggest that the Working Group be 
convened to consider what retail shops not currently listed in Schedule 1 of the Retail 
Leases Act should be included. These should be the types of businesses which 
predominantly ‘sell goods to the public’ and not businesses which predominantly provide 
services to the public. 

We further recommend that the list of businesses covered by the Retail Leases Act in 
Schedule 1 be removed from the Retail Leases Act and be included in Regulations so that 
the list can be reviewed more regularly. 

Further, shops operated by public companies, subsidiaries of public companies and large 
private companies (including international retailers) should also be excluded from the 
definition of retail shops having the protections of the Act. 

6.1.c. What is the benefit or detriment in covering a limited range of other 
commercial premises under the Act? 

This would be a significant and unjustified imposition of costly and unnecessary regulation, 
both for the commercial businesses and for the landlords of the premises. At a time when 
the NSW Government has recognised the need to reduce the cost of doing business in NSW, 
this would be a retrograde and damaging step to take.  

There is no logical reason or any evidence to support tenants of commercial premises being 
regulated by the Retail Leases Act. 

6.1.d. Which is the best approach to specify which businesses or premises are 
covered under the Act? 

The NSW (and Queensland) approach of listing the types of retail premises to which the Act 
applies is still the best approach, despite appearing to be cumbersome. This approach 
ensures control over which premises are covered remains in the hands of legislators and 
limits the spread of unnecessary regulation throughout industry. As noted above we believe 
it can be made less cumbersome by including the list in a regulation, rather than a 
schedule. 

The Victorian approach, referred to in the Discussion Paper, means the definition of ‘retail 
premises’ is confusing and ends up being subject to legal interpretation. Guidelines on 
“What are retail premises?”, published by the OSBC, runs to 23 pages which is absurd. This 
means the determination of ‘retail premises’ ends up in the hands of judges, not legislators. 
Over the years it has been held that patent attorneys, solicitors, architects, medical 
specialists and conference facilities are retail premises and the leases are subject to the 
Victorian Retail Leases Act. Following a recent decision by the Victorian Supreme Court 
(Fitzroy Dental Pty Ltd v Metropole Management Pty Ltd [2013] VSC344) a prominent legal 
commentator noted: “The effect of the decision is that most tenants whose businesses 
provide any sort of service will be engaged in the ‘retail provision of services’ and the Act 
will apply.” This outcome is nonsensical and condemns much of industry in Victoria to costly 
and unnecessary red tape. This outcome must be avoided in NSW. The present approach in 
NSW, amended as we have suggested, is the best way of doing so. 
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6.1.e. Should the Act clarify that only leases that are “retail shop leases” on 
commencement of the lease are covered by the Act?  

It would be an administrative and legal nightmare if a lease which is currently on foot was 
to be considered a “retail shop lease” at some point after the lease was entered into. 
Presumably this would occur if a shop which had a floor area in excess of 1,000 m2 was to 
surrender portion of its space so that it fell below 1,000. (If our recommendation for the 
exclusion of public companies from the Act is accepted it might also occur if a privatisation 
was to occur.) The Act should therefore clarify that only leases that are “retail shop leases” 
on the commencement of the lease are covered by the Act. 

 

6.2  Inclusions/Exclusions 
 
6.2.a. What are the benefits and detriments of including retail shops located in 
an office tower under the Act? 

It was not the intention that section 5(d) would exclude from the application of the Act all 
premises in an office tower that forms part of a retail shopping centre. The intention is to 
exclude the office tower from the blanket inclusion as ‘retail shops’ (in paragraph (b) of the 
definition of “retail shop” in section 3) of all premises used for carrying on of a business 
within a retail shopping centre. If there is confusion over this the Act should be clarified to 
ensure that only retail premises in an office tower that forms part of a shopping centre are 
covered by the Act. 

Section 5(d) of the Retail Leases Act states that the Retail Leases Act does not apply to any 
premises in an office tower that forms part of a retail shopping centre. An amendment is 
required to the Retail Leases Act to make it clear that when the Retail Leases Act refers to a 
“building which a retail shop forms part” such as in section 35, the only part of the building 
which should be relevant is the retail part. 

If this amendment is not made a landlord of a commercial tower which includes a retail 
component will never be able to invoke a demolition clause unless the landlord can 
demonstrate that it is proposing to substantially repair, renovate or reconstruct the whole of 
the building, including the office tower and not just the retail component. This means that a 
landlord will be unable to invoke a demolition clause in the lease of the coffee shop in the 
lobby of the office tower for the purpose of upgrading the lobby because the works to the 
lobby would not satisfy the test of demolition as outlined in section 35 of the Retail Leases 
Act.  This is clearly an oversight which should be addressed.  

6.2.b. Should the Act clarify that certain businesses within shopping centres 
should be excluded under the Act, such as ATMs and vending machines? 

It was agreed at the last Review of the Act that “signage, vending machines, coin operated 
amusement machines, public telephones, internet kiosks, transmitters, store rooms, 
automatic teller machines and car park areas” be excluded from the coverage of the Act. 
This agreement was not implemented in the subsequent legislative amendments. It was 
never the intention of Parliament that the Act would regulate such businesses and the Act 
should be amended to clarify this matter. 

The definition of a “retail shop lease” in the Queensland Retail Shop Leases Act specifically 
excludes “premises that, if the premises were not leased, would be premises within the 
common area of a retail shopping centre, but only if the premises are used for 1 or more of 
the following: 

(i)  information, entertainment, community or leisure facilities 

(ii)  telecommunication equipment 

(iii) displaying advertisements 

(iv) storage 

(v) parking 
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We recommend that a similar provision be made in NSW. 

In addition, the Reference Group conducting the recent review of the Queensland Retail 
Shop Leases Act has recommended that technical amendments be made to the Act to clarify 
that commercial arrangements for the operation of ATMs (kiosk and wall mounted) and 
vending machines situated in common areas of a shopping centre are not subject to the Act. 
We recommend this also be clarified in NSW. 

We also recommend that the blanket inclusion in the Act of all premises used for the 
carrying on of a business within a retail shopping centre should be removed (paragraph (b) 
of the definition of “retail shop” in section 3). In principle the Act should not apply to non-
retail leases in shopping centres given that such businesses do not have coverage of the Act 
outside shopping centres. This includes banks, insurance companies, building societies and 
real estate agents. There are also a range of businesses inside and outside shopping centres 
for which the operations of the Retail Leases Act are not relevant. These include leases 
where the Commonwealth, State or a local government is a tenant given there can be no 
suggestion that the balance of power in negotiations in such cases rests with the landlord. 
Such an amendment would amount to a significant red tape reduction. 

6.3 Publicly listed companies 
 

6.3.a. Should publicly listed companies and their subsidiaries be excluded from 
the operation of the Act? 

Yes. 

The exclusion of large retailers from the Act, many of which are larger than many landlords, 
provides the best opportunity for red tape reduction under the review. The principle that 
should always apply is that the coverage of the Act should be confined to small retail 
businesses. It is absurd that companies (including their subsidiaries) listed on the Australian 
Stock Exchange (ASX), which have substantial bargaining power and are often larger than 
landlords, are given the same regulatory protections as small retailers. 

In Victoria and Western Australia the relevant lease legislation does not apply to premises 
leased to a corporation listed on a stock exchange that is a member of the World Federation 
of Stock Exchanges or its substitutes (Victoria) or leases where the lease of held by a listed 
corporation or the subsidiary of a listed corporation or where the lease is held by a body 
corporate whose securities are listed on a stock exchange outside Australia that is a member 
of the World Federation of Exchanges.  

When you look at ASX-listed companies that have retail premises under the 1,000m2 
threshold these include: 

 Billabong International Limited (BBG) (market capitalisation ~AUS $250 million) – 
stores: Billabong, Surf Dive n Ski, Beach Culture, Nixon (500+ stores globally). 

 Pacific Brands Limited (PBG) (market capitalisation ~AUS $575 million) – stores: 
Bonds. 

 Premier Investments Limited (Just Group) (PMV) (market capitalisation ~ AUS $1.25 
billion) – stores: Just Jeans, Jay Jays, Jacqui-E, Peter Alexander, Portmans, Dotti, 
Smiggle. 

 Country Road Limited (CTY) (market capitalisation ~ AUS $445 million) – stores: 
Country Road, Mimco, Trenery, Witchery. 

 Specialty Fashion Group Limited (SFH) (market capitalisation ~ AUS $170 million) – 
stores: Millers, Katies, Crossroads, Autograph, City Chic. 

 Noni B Limited (NBL) (market capitalisation ~ AUS $ 21 million – stores: Noni B, Liz 
Jordan. 

 Kathmandu Holdings Limited (KMD) (market capitalisation ~ AUS $605 million – 
stores: Kathmandu. 

 JB Hi-Fi Limited (JBH) (market capitalisation ~ AUS $2.15 billion) – stores: JB Hi-Fi. 

 Flight Centre Travel Group Limited (FLT) (market capitalisation ~ $4.63 billion) – 
stores: Flight Centre. 
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Further, even the small format stores (e.g. liquor outlets) owned by Woolworths and Coles 
are given the protection of the Act.  This also includes tenants such as K-Auto (part of K-
mart), which is a subsidiary Wesfarmers. 

However, large retailers are not limited to publicly listed companies and their subsidiaries. 
Large private companies, as well as international retailers, should also be excluded from the 
Act given their size and negotiating power. It is absurd that powerful international retailers, 
such as Apple, Zara and Aldi, have the benefit of retail tenancy legislation when they do not 
have such a benefit in their own countries or in other countries in which they operate. 

While information on private groups is more limited and potentially less reliable than ASX-
listed companies, there are groups with indicators such as the number of brands, stores, 
appearance in ‘top retailer’ lists amongst ASX-listed companies, reported ‘net worth’ of their 
owners, which clearly suggest they are not small enterprises and are large, sophisticated 
operations. 

Like some ASX-listed retailers, some of these groups also have an overseas operation which 
also suggests a relatively high level of scale and sophistication.  This includes, for example, 
groups such as the Apparel Group (Sportscraft, Saba, Willow), Sussan Corporation (Sussan, 
Suzanne Grae, Sportsgirl), BB Retail Capital (Adairs, Bras n Things, Diva, Dusk, Lovisa, 
Honey Birdette, Pie Face), Retail Adventures (Crazy Clarks, Chickenfeed, Sams Warehouse), 
Competitive Foods Australia (Hungry Jack, KFC, Salad Fresh) and the Cotton On Group 
which is reportedly opening 250 additional stores globally in 2014. 

It would be simple to introduce an automatic exemption whether based on their market 
capitalisation, turnover, number of stores or number of employees.  It would be important 
to ensure the threshold that a large retailer cannot simply structure themselves out of to 
avoid the issue.  As noted earlier, we believe the simplest method would be to adopt the 
concept of “major lessee” under the Queensland Retail Shop Leases Act 1994 (Dictionary) 
which sets a threshold of 5 or more retail shops across Australia.  It is worth noting that 
the ABS definition of a small business is based around a sole-owner or firm employing 
between 1-19 people. 

6.3.b. What are the benefits and detriments of excluding publicly listed 
companies and their subsidiaries from the Act; in relation to these companies, 
other retailers and landlords?  

The benefits of excluding such companies include: 

 Ensuring government regulation is focussed on small and medium retailers that have a 
stronger justification for regulatory protection. 

 Ensuring government resources are not allocated to resolving disputes for companies 
that are large enough to deal with it themselves. 

 The ability to reduce ‘red tape’ as part of the review. 

 Ensuring a more level playing field between large retailers and small to medium 
landlords. 

There will be no detriments. 

Analysis in 2001 of shopping centres in Victoria – where listed public companies are 
excluded from the Retail Leases Act – showed unlisted companies occupied 88% of 
tenancies in regional and sub-regional shopping centres. Of the listed public companies that 
hold the remaining 12%, most had multiple tenancies. Most of these had more than 5 stores 
and many had more than 50 shops'. 
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7. Reduce prescriptive regulation 

 

7.1  Minimum Term 
 

7.1.a. Is the minimum term of 5 years for a lease still required to provide 
security of tenure to tenants? 

We do not believe that the minimum 5 year term, as prescribed at section 16, should be 
retained in the Act. We understand the initial intention of this section was to provide 
security of tenure to tenants, as well as providing a reasonable period to amortise business 
and fit-out costs. 

There is no evidence that the inclusion of the minimum term is necessary to protect tenants. 
Rather, it results in a cost burden for the tenant where the parties mutually agree to a term 
of less than five years, as a consequence of the tenant having to pay for a solicitor to 
provide a certificate. 

There is also evidence to suggest that the absence of minimum term provisions does not 
lead to shorter rental periods and, therefore, less security of tenure for tenants. As the 
Paper highlights, in Queensland where there is no minimum term, there are indications that 
standard leases run up to 7 years. 

Feedback from our members also suggests that in light of recent retail trends, tenants are 
requesting shorter rental periods. This includes the emergence of ‘pop up’ stores which are 
principally designed for short-lease periods to (for instance) trial a new product or style or 
clear excess and out of season stock. 

To the extent that there could be concern that the removal of a minimum term would 
remove protections for tenants that are required to incur fit-out costs, we believe this is a 
matter for commercial negotiation. 

In the event that the review does not accept removing the minimum 5 year term, we 
believe another amendment is required.  We argued when the Retail Leases Act was being 
amended in 2006 that the drafting of (what was then) the new section 6A could give rise to 
concern that leases on holdover could get caught by the Act after the 12 months was 
reached. We argued that subsection (7) should read: “For the purposes of subsection (1) 
and (2), a provision for holding over…”.  At that time the Government responded that this 
was unnecessary and that the present drafting would not catch leases in holdover. 

We continue to disagree with this view and maintain our previous submissions on this point 
and again seek the above amendment as part of this Review. 

Incidentally, at a meeting on 14 June 2006 the representatives of the Working Group which 
was involved in the Review of the Retail Leases Act in 2004-05 (which had been called 
together to consider issues arising from the amendments to the Act arising from that 
Review), the Working Group unanimously agreed to amend section 6A in accordance with 
our drafting recommendations. In other words, all of the stakeholders to the Act (including 
two retailer associations) agreed that there must be an unambiguous exclusion of holdovers 
from the application of section 6A. We would be happy to provide documentary evidence of 
the decision of that Working Group. 

Further, we fail to see why the Government would not agree to this amendment at this time, 
especially given the written assurances the SCCA was given in November 2006 by Candace 
Barron, then Acting Registrar, Retail Tenancy Disputes, Department of State and Regional 
Development. 
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7.1.b. Is the requirement for a tenant to obtain a certificate from a lawyer or 
conveyancer for a lease for less than five years still necessary? 

No. 

This is an unnecessary cost burden for the tenant. 

7.1.c. Should short term leases of less than 6 months (including pop-up  shops) 
be subject to the provisions of the Act, or subject to limited application of the 
Act? 

No. 

If the minimum five year requirement is removed (section 16) and section 6A is 
subsequently amended to take into account the removal of the minimum term, the 
remaining provisions provide adequate protection for tenants. 

7.2  Assignment 
 

7.2.a. Are the provisions of the Act relating to assignment appropriate, and if 
not how should they be changed?  

We believe that the current provisions relating to assignment are appropriate as they 
provide a balance for landlords and tenants, if not more weighted in favour of the tenant. 

The only suggestion we would make would be to include a provision similar to section 60 (1) 
(c) under the Victorian Retail Leases Act where by the landlord may withhold consent to 
assignment if the tenant has not complied with the reasonable assignment provisions of the 
lease (e.g. where the assignor is in breach of the lease for failing to pay rent).  A general 
provision like this would assist all parties in ensuring that all documentation is properly 
completed and executed prior to the assignment of the lease and sale of the business being 
completed. 

7.2.b. Should the assignor be liable to the landlord for a certain period of time 
after the assignment if the assignee breaches the terms of the lease?   

The Retail Leases Act already provides in section 41A that a person who assigns a retail 
shop lease in connection with the lease of a retail shop that will continue to be an ongoing 
business, or a guarantor or covenantor of that person, is not liable to pay to the landlord 
any money in respect of amounts payable by the person to whom the lease is assigned if 
the former tenant before the start of the period of 7 clear days before the assignment is 
effected, gave: 

(a) the landlord a copy of the assignor’s disclosure statement as referred to in section 41(a); 
and 

(b) the proposed assignee a copy of the assignor’s disclosure statement as referred to in 
section 41(b). 

The statutory release however does not apply if the assignor’s disclosure statement contains 
information that is material false or misleading or incomplete. 

Accordingly, the Retail Leases Act already provides for a statutory release in certain 
circumstances. 
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7.2.c. Does the Act need to clarify whether section 39 (1) (a) “use” refers to a 
category of use or the specific details listed for the original tenant? 

No, the Retail Leases Act and case law operates effectively, even though the landlord can be 
placed in a difficult position as a result of the current provision. 

The current application of section 39 (1) (a) which refers to a category of use is sufficient.  
We are not aware of any circumstances where a landlord unreasonably refused an 
assignment based on this provision. 

We would not support a restriction being placed in the Retail Leases Act which provides that 
a change of trade name cannot be used to refuse an assignment, even where it forms part 
of a permitted “use”.  There are some trade names and brands (e.g. Zara, Apple) that have 
a clear link to the use and there is no appropriate substitute. 

 

7.3  Termination for inadequate sales prohibited 
 

7.3.a. Should the provision of the Act prohibiting termination for inadequate 
sales be amended or removed? 

There is no need for regulation of this issue. In practice, if a tenant’s sales fail to reach an 
adequate level, the tenant usually seeks a commercial settlement with the landlord to exit 
the lease. We recommend either removal of this provision (section 58) or no change. 
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8. Technical issues 

8.1 Regular review of the Act 
 

8.1.a. How can the government ensure that the Act continues to meet its policy 
objectives and respond appropriately to changes in the retail leasing industry? 

Like all areas of public policy, the Government should monitor and evaluate the Retail 
Leases Act as well as any substantial changes in the retail industry. The Government should 
ensure ongoing consultation with relevant stakeholders, including landlords and tenants. We 
are concerned, however, that the nature of the OSBC’s involvement in retail tenancy 
disputes leads to a negative view on the overall retail tenancy market.  This is backed up by 
some of the rationale for reform in the Paper which is simply marked “feedback to the Retail 
Tenancy Unit”. 

Based on the available data, it is clear that a very small minority of retail leases in NSW end 
up in dispute. There is a large majority of retail leases that are not in dispute and that the 
OSBC will never hear of. 

It is therefore of utmost importance that in monitoring and evaluating the Retail Leases Act, 
the Commissioner seeks broad views and evidence in terms of the Retail Leases Act’s 
operation and effectiveness. This could be achieved through an annual meeting of relevant 
stakeholders to discuss issues. 

8.1.b. Should there be a provision for the Act to be reviewed on a regular 
schedule or allow any review to be conducted at the discretion of the Minister 
and Cabinet? 

We do not believe there is a need for a provision in the Retail Leases Act which requires the 
Minister to undertake a periodic review of the Retail Leases Act; whether it is 5 years, 7 
years or 10 years.  We believe that prescribed review periods merely lead to logs of claims 
from stakeholders rather than the review being undertaken on a genuine basis and based on 
substantial evidence as to whether the Retail Leases Act is working well or not. 

Retail Leases Act reviews that are not necessary, but prompted by a prescribed review 
period, cost time and money for both the Government and stakeholders. Some groups will 
no doubt raise the need for periodic reviews due to the ‘changing’ and ‘dynamic’ nature of 
retailing. However, even with changes like international retailers, pop-up retailing, different 
design formats and changes in technology, none of these has prompted substantial 
amendments to the Retail Leases Act. All have been achieved within the current legislative 
framework. 

It should be noted that despite the current clause (section 86) which requires the Minister to 
undertake a review of the Retail Leases Act 7 years from the date of assent, the Retail 
Leases Act (or its provisions) has been reviewed on a more frequent basis. 

Ministerial discretion to undertake a review has been, and will continue to be, applied.  
Specific amendments can be proposed and consulted on as required. 

8.2  Operation of the ADT 
 

8.2.a. Should the monetary limit for retail leases disputes in the ADT be 
increased?  If so, what should the monetary limit be? 

The last review of the Retail Leases Act decided to increase the monetary limit in section 73 
to $400,000 and also decided that this would be indexed according to the CPI. For this 
reason section 73(1) specifies the amount of $400,000 “or such amount as may be 
prescribed by the regulations”. Section 73(2) specifies the amount should be increased 
every three years and section 73(3) provides the CPI (All Groups Index) for Sydney as the 
appropriate index, rounded up to the nearest $10,000. For reasons not known to us, the 
NSW Government has not indexed this amount. 
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We recommend that the amount of the new monetary limit on the tribunal’s jurisdiction be 
$400,000 indexed in accordance with section 73(3) from 1 January 2006 (which was the 
date on which the present monetary limit was fixed). We further recommend that the NSW 
Government ensures that this amount is indexed in future years in accordance with sections 
73(2) and 73(3). 

8.2.b. Are changes required to the provisions governing the ADT to ensure it 
has the appropriate capacity and resources to effectively deal with retail lease 
disputes?  

We are unaware of any other amendments required to Part 9, Division 3 of the Retail Leases 
Act. We suggest that this should be considered once the New South Wales Civil and 
Administrative Tribunal has been operating for a period of time. 

8.3  Remedies and penalties in the Act 
 

8.3.a. How best can the provisions of the Act be enforced? 

The provisions of the Retail Leases Act are already being enforced by landlords and tenants 
and no change is required. 

We would have major concerns if there was a move to stronger enforcement by seeking to 
penalise landlords. 

One stakeholder has made the comment that the principal benefit of the Retail Leases Act 
being in place is that it has greatly improved the balance of power as well as the conduct of 
the retail leasing environment. In this regard, the detailed nature of the rights and 
obligations in the Retail Leases Act effectively spells out the minimum appropriate conduct 
between tenants and landlords. 

8.3.b. Would providing natural consequences when a breach occurs be an 
effective remedy and also promote better behaviour between parties and 
therefore outcomes in retail leasing?   

No. The existing remedies are sufficient. 

8.3.c. What remedies or penalties in the Act should be changed? 

None. 

8.4  Online sales 
 

8.4.a. Should the Act be amended to deal with revenue from online sales?  

No. 

8.4.b. Should the Act give clarity on the calculation of turnover data from online 
sales? 

The principle involved in this matter is clear. If an online sale has no connection with the 
retail premises then they should not be included in the turnover reported to a landlord. If, 
however, the online sale involves the use of the premises in any way (in ordering, display, 
delivery or collection) then there is no justification for excluding the sale from the definition 
of turnover. 

We do not consider any amendment to the Retail Leases Act is required. If, however, it is 
considered that clarification is required, we suggest the adoption of wording similar to 
section 9(1) and (2) of the Queensland Retail Shop Leases Act. This would mean redrafting 
section 20 to read: “(1) For the purposes of a provision of a retail shop lease that relates to 
the determination of rent or a component of rent by reference to turnover of a business 
carried on in a leased shop, turnover does not include any of the following: . . .” (i.e. the 
words in bold are to be added). 
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The reference to ‘business carried on in a leased shop’ would cover online sales if the leased 
shop is involved in some way in the sale (i.e. the shop is the point from where goods are 
collected, delivered or provided). The phrase would exclude all other online sales for the 
purposes of section 32. 

8.5  Minor drafting issues 

We are pleased to comment on the proposed minor drafting issues. 

 

8.5.a. Section 3 – Definitions – Assignor’s Disclosure statement means a statement 
referred to in section 41. 
Recommendation: “section 41” should be amended to “section 41A.” 
 

Support. 

 

8.5.b. References within the Act to ‘Department of State and Regional 
Development’ should be amended to either of – the ‘Office of the Small Business 
Commissioner’ or ‘Department of Trade and Investment, Regional Infrastructure 
and Services’, as appropriate. 
 

Support. 

 

8.5.c. Section 3 – Definitions – “Lettable Area of a shop does not include”: – 
Recommendation: this should say “Lettable Area, for the purpose of calculating 
space in section 5(a), does not include”: 
 
The amendment should be: 
 

“Lettable area” of a retail shop for the purpose of calculating the lettable area in section 5 
(a) does not include: 
 
8.5.d. Section 3 – Definitions – Specialist Valuer 
Recommendation: this definition should be expanded to include valuers who meet 
accreditation standards (including completion of specified training courses) 
approved by the Registrar of Retail Tenancy Disputes. 
 

This is not supported for the reasons outlined in section 4.2 of this submission.  There is 
currently insufficient information to properly consider any proposed amendment.  It is worth 
noting that this is not considered to be a ‘minor’ drafting issue as this section of the Paper 
suggests. 
 

8.5.e. Section 3 – Definitions – Tribunal 
Recommendation: The reference to the Administrative Decisions Tribunal should be 
changed to reflect the creation of NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal. 
 

Support. 

 

8.5.f. Part 2A Security Bonds. 
Recommendation: It may be more appropriate for detailed, prescriptive provisions 
for the administration of the Security Bond Scheme as regulations made under the 
Act to enable them to be more easily reviewed and updated on an ongoing basis. 
 

Support.  Subject to being provided with a copy of the proposed amendment to the Retail 
Leases Act and the Regulation. 
 
8.5.g. 16B (1) – Guarantees and other forms of security 
Recommendation: “… the lessor is not entitled to unreasonably refuse to accept a 
guarantee from an authorised deposit–taking institution….“ should be amended to 
say “…the lessor is not entitled to unreasonably refuse or to require…” This 
amendment allows the person or company that owns the security deposit to 
determine how it is handled. 
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Not supported. This would lead to less security and is unreasonable to impose on landlords. 

 

8.5.h. 16H(6) – Payment on application 
Recommendation: “Payment of balance to other party” should be expanded to 
allow part payment of bond either to landlord who requires part for rent or at the 
end of the lease to release the undisputed funds to the tenant and continue to hold 
the funds in dispute. 
 
Support.  Subject to being provided with a copy of the proposed amendments for review and 
comment. 
 
8.5.i. 16K (1) Appeal rights 
Recommendation: amend “14 days after receiving notice of the judgement” to “28 
days from the date of the judgement.” 
 
Support. 
 
8.5.j. 16M Payment out of amount equivalent to interest – should the requirements 
on the rate of interest remain the same, be increased or be removed? 
 
No comment. 
 
8.5.k. 16Q Offences and penalty – can this be amended so it is more effective? 
 
No amendment is required. 

 
8.5.l. Section 32 Opportunity for lessee to have current market rent determined 
early – this provision is difficult for small tenants to use and for small landlords to 
administer. Could the process be simplified and made more useful for all industry 
stakeholders? 
 
The issue is that the 21 day time period in section 32 (1) (c) comes from determination, but 
does not cover the situation where the landlord and tenant agree the market rent and 
determination is not necessary.  We suggest that the section is amended so that the period 
within which the tenant must exercise the option is varied so that the last day on which the 
option may be exercised is 21 days after the earlier of: (1) the date the determination of 
rent is made and notified to the landlord and the tenant in writing and (2) the date the 
landlord and tenant agree the rent in writing. 

 
8.5.m. Section 41 Procedure for obtaining consent to assignment – this provision 
could be redrafted to provide better clarity and ease of use for the industry. 
 
See our response to assignment provisions.  No amendment is required. 

 
8.5.n. Sections 14, 40 and 45 all deal with key money and could be redrafted to 
contain all references to key money in one provision for ease of access for the 
industry. 
 
Support preparation of draft provision for consideration. We would not support a broadening 
of the definition of key money to the extent that legitimate commercial agreements can be 
brought into question. 

 
8.5.0. Sections 19-19A and 31-32 deal with the determination of current market 
rent and could be redrafted to increase ease of access for the industry. 
 
The sections could be combined. 
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8.6  Regulation working as intended? 

 

Due to the changing environment for retail shop leases the industry is asked to 
consider whether the following provisions are working as intended. In particular 
are there opportunities to reduce red tape and regulation without having a 
detrimental impact on the industry. Alternatively can any of these provisions be 
improved or removed to fulfil the intention of the Act? 
 
A number of issues listed below have been addressed in other sections of the Paper.  It is 
also unclear why some sections of the Retail Leases Act (e.g. section 22A) have been raised 
as an issue.  We propose to consider these matters in further detail and, following 
consultation with our members, will respond further to the review.  We have, however, 
provided brief comments on some issues. 
 
Section 10 – Right to compensation for prelease misrepresentation 
 
Section 11 – Lessor’s Disclosure Statement 
 
Section 11A – Lessee’s Disclosure Statement 
 
At stated at section 4.4, we support the requirement for a tenant to give a landlord the 
lessee’s disclosure statement, and the retention of a penalty if the tenant fails to provide the 
lessee’s disclosure statement. Section 5 of the lessee’s disclosure statement invites the 
tenant to insert “matters such as agreements or representations relating to exclusivity or 
limitations on competing uses, sales or customer traffic…”. This means that such issues can 
be identified and resolved before a lease is entered into and both parties incur costs. 

Section 13 – Costs before fit-out 
 
Section 13A – Tenancy fit-out statement or guide 
 
Section 20 – Turnover Rent 
 
Section 22A – Recovery by lessor of GST 
 
Section 25 – Sinking fund for major repairs and maintenance 
 
Section 25A – Limits on sinking funds 
 
Section 25B – Sinking fund repayments 
 
Section 27 – Outgoings Estimates 
 
Section 28 – Outgoings Statements 
 
Section 32A – Review of current market rent determinations 
 
Section 34A – Relocation 
 
Section 35 – Demolition 
 
Section 42 – Lessor may reserve right to refuse sublease, mortgage 
 
Section 46 – Trading hours 

We believe that given some of the emerging trends in the retail sector (e.g. online retail), it 
is time to review the trading hours requirements. 
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APPENDIX A 

DISCLOSURE OF TURNOVER INFORMATION BY TENANTS 

It is important that the Review understands the reasons why landlords require such 
disclosure of turnover information and why this information is vital for shopping centre 
landlords and also vital for the retailers in those shopping centres. This issue has been 
raised on many occasions during retail tenancy reviews and all State and Territory 
governments, including successive governments in NSW, have accepted that the continuing 
collection of this information is vital. This issue was also raised before the Productivity 
Commission in 2007-08 and the Commission found the provision of turnover data and its 
use by landlords is a matter for commercial negotiation and that prohibiting reporting of 
turnover information would reduce the flexibility of the parties to negotiate a mutually 
beneficial lease and would be unlikely to lower average occupancy costs. 

Market share analysis 

Turnover information is necessary for proper market share analysis – to determine the 
overall financial performance of a shopping centre; the strengths and weaknesses of the 
centre’s retail offer according to various retail categories; and if it is losing sales to a 
competitor. This information is critical for decisions on expansions and refurbishments of the 
centre. Shopping centres usually require major refurbishments, involving substantial 
amounts of capital, every 10 years or so. 

Decisions on refurbishments and expansions are always major risks and to embark on these 
projects without proper market share analysis would be a case of ‘flying blind’. To expect 
shopping centre owners to undertake such major capital expenditures without knowledge of 
the turnover of particular centres would be like expecting, say, David Jones to make similar 
decisions about its chain of department stores without knowing the turnover of individual 
stores or of individual departments within those stores. Turnover is needed, in turn, to 
inform shopping centre investors’ expectations about the rates of return on investment. 

Tenancy mix 

If a shopping centre doesn’t maintain an appeal to all of its customers (i.e. have the right 
‘tenancy mix’) it will lose customers and stagnate. That will be to the detriment of its 
tenants as much as its owners. Occasional changes to the tenancy mix of shopping centres, 
as well as fairly regular redevelopments, are therefore a very necessary fact of life. 
Management of the tenancy mix is a constant and evolving process designed to maximise 
the customer pulling power of the centre for the benefit of all retailers. 

Turnover information is therefore necessary to ensure a centre has a successful tenancy mix 
strategy to enable it to adapt to a constantly changing market place. Without turnover 
information it would not be possible to monitor the retail performance of individual shops 
and categories. Over time the tenancy mix strategy would become largely ‘hit and miss’ and 
ultimately detrimental to the customers’ needs; to retailer turnover levels; and to the 
centre’s retail profitability. 

Marketing and promotional strategies 

Turnover information is also vital to most effectively target shopping centre marketing and 
promotional strategies in order to ensure a centre gets maximum value for its marketing 
and promotional expenditure. A typical regional shopping centre will spend between $1 
million and $2 million a year on marketing, funded jointly by contributions from centre 
retailers and the centre owner. A detailed assessment of turnover information enables the 
centre to direct its marketing funds to where they are needed most; to evaluate the success 
of marketing strategies; and, particularly, to boost those categories of retail experiencing 
difficult trading periods. 
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Independent industry researchers 

Turnover information is vital to industry researchers to, among other things, compare the 
relative performance of shopping centres. For example, the independent magazine Shopping 
Centre News publishes each year comparative performance tables based on turnover for 
shopping centres, which are important for investors, retailers and owners. Retailers use the 
tables to decide in which centres they will seek premises. The magazine relies on this 
information to compile its comparative lists (what it calls ‘Big Guns’, ‘Middle Guns’ and ‘Little 
Guns’) and this would not be possible if turnover figures were not disclosed. Leading retail 
research firms, such as Urbis and Macroplan Dimasi, rely on turnover figures to prepare 
important industry data, including sales and occupancy cost analysis, which are used by 
both owners and retailers for benchmarking and location decisions. Urbis and Shopping 
Centre News both made submissions to the Review of the Queensland Retail Shop Leases 
Act outlining how vital this information is to the industry and we are happy to supply copies 
of these submissions to the NSW Review. 

Retailer benchmarking purposes 

Turnover information is vital to individual retailers for benchmarking purposes. It enables 
the retailer to compare the performance of their store to the trend of that particular retail 
category and to the trend of all specialty shops in that centre. This can alert them to the 
need for corrective action. Major chain retailers now regularly request this information to 
enable them to benchmark the performance of their stores in various centres against the 
performance of other stores in the same category so they can make better business 
decisions. Major landlords, as a matter of course, now make this information available to 
retailers who request it, provided it can be aggregated so that it does not identify the sales 
performance of individual retailers. 

One of our members, the Westfield Group, provided the Productivity Commission with a 
sample monthly sales report, prepared by its research team, which obviously does not 
identify the retailer for whom the report was prepared, nor the relevant retail category. 
Westfield advised that there were over 430 recipients on the distribution list for these sales 
records, representing more than 100 different retailers, and that requests for this 
information were growing. These are obviously mainly from retail chains but the information 
is also available, upon request, to individual retailers. Westfield has advised that the 
increasing demand for customised sales analysis by individual retailers, together with the 
increasing number of retailers requiring reports, was a key reason why it has heavily 
invested in a new system for turnover reporting which is now fully operational. 

The report (which we can provide to the Review) enables the particular retailer to know, 
each month, for each Westfield shopping centre in which the retailer is located: 

 the number of other stores in the same category; 

 the area of the store (m2) and the area of all the stores in the same category; 

 the sales per square metre for the category and the sales per square metre for the store, for 
the particular month, and the percentage variance for both, and where the store ranks in 
that particular category; 

 the actual MAT (moving annual turnover) for the preceding 12 months, again by category 
and store, and variance, and ranking within the category; 

 the monthly MAT on an annualised basis, again with variance; and again with the ranking 
within the category; and 

 the same information is given for each state and territory (in this case four states and the 
ACT) enabling each store to also be benchmarked against state and total figures for the 
above. 
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Most major landlords now provide similar vital, and free, information for retailers and this 
enables them to pinpoint the stores that are doing comparatively well and those that are 
doing comparatively poorly. This enables them to take any necessary corrective action 
quickly. Armed with similar information from other landlords, these retailers can also make 
informed decisions about states, locations and centres in which they wish to be located (or 
from which they wish to withdraw) and this is obviously valuable information for them at 
lease renewal time. Sales reports are particularly important to retailers who are making 
changes to their businesses or are operating in a changing industry or environment. In 
times of change the reports help retailers understand how quickly they are improving or 
declining and enables them to act at the earliest opportunity. 

Major retailers constantly compliment our members for providing this information. Many 
retailers seek guidance on an ongoing basis and make regular calls throughout the year to 
discuss the implications of the findings. Often this is followed by a request for further, more 
detailed, customised analysis to investigate specific issues. Retailers in, say, the unisex 
category (which is a fairly broad sales category) may request analysis comparing their 
performance to a number of specific retailers that they see as occupying a similar position to 
them in the market. Other retailers ask for an analysis of trend to help them understand 
changes in their relative position within the market. 

There is an obvious disconnect between the position of those retailer associations which are 
pressing for turnover information not to be disclosed and the position of many of their 
members who are using turnover figures supplied by the landlord to better inform their 
business decisions. In the last review of the Retail Shop Leases Act in NSW the relevant 
retailer associations did not seek to have the declaration of turnover information prohibited. 
Instead those retailer associations argued that the sales performance of the shopping centre 
(moving annual turnover), where it is collected, should be included on the landlord’s 
disclosure statement so that this information is readily available to prospective tenants. This 
was agreed by the SCCA and it is now a requirement in NSW that centre turnover 
information (according to food, non-food and services) be included on the landlord’s 
disclosure statement in that State. Obviously this information could not be provided to 
prospective tenants if sales information was not collected. 

Productivity Commission Finding 

The issue of retailers reporting turnover information to landlords was thoroughly considered 
by the Productivity Commission in its inquiry into the market for retail tenancy leases in 
2007-08. The Commission found: “Prohibiting the reporting of turnover data would be 
unlikely to lower average occupancy costs” (Report p.148). “Prohibiting the collection of 
turnover data, or mandating that it be provided at a store category level, could limit 
shopping centre owners’ managing their assets optimally. This could limit the performance 
of centres, ultimately disadvantaging centre tenants and consumers. Also, while the 
reporting of turnover data was one of the most contentious issues raised during this inquiry, 
it is very unlikely that any means to prohibit the collection of turnover figures would 
materially ameliorate the expressed concerns (chapter 6). Given information on vacancy 
rates, and that it is likely shopping centre managers could gauge a tenant’s performance 
and turnover through other means, it is not clear that prohibiting the provision of turnover 
data (or legislating the fashion in which it is provided) would materially affect occupancy 
costs. The Commission’s assessment is that the provision of turnover data, and its use by 
landlords should be the subject of commercial negotiations between the parties to a lease. 
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Shopping Centre Council of Australia 

The Shopping Centre Council of Australia represents Australia’s major owners, managers 
and developers of shopping centres. Our members are major owners, managers and 
developers of retail property across metropolitan, regional and rural NSW, covering around 
130 shopping centres, 3.5 million square metres of retail space and 11,500 retailers. Our 
members include family businesses, private companies, industry superannuation funds and 
Australian Real Estate Investments Trusts (A-REITS) listed on the Australian Stock 
Exchange (ASX). 

Our members are AMP Capital Investors, Brookfield Office Properties, Charter Hall Retail 
REIT, Colonial First State Global Asset Management, DEXUS Property Group, Eureka Funds 
Management, Federation Centres, GPT Group, ISPT, Ipoh Management Services, Jen Retail 
Properties, Jones Lang LaSalle, Lend Lease Retail, McConaghy Group, McConaghy 
Properties, Mirvac, Perron Group, Precision Group, QIC, Savills, Stockland, Westfield Group 
and Westfield Retail Trust. 

Contacts 

The Shopping Centre Council would be happy to discuss any aspect of this submission. 
Please do not hesitate to contact: 

 
Angus Nardi  Milton Cockburn 
Deputy Director Executive Director 
Shopping Centre Council of Australia  Shopping Centre Council of Australia 

Level 1, 11 Barrack Street Level 1, 11 Barrack Street 
SYDNEY NSW 2000 SYDNEY NSW 2000 

Phone: 02 9033 1930 Phone: 02 9033 1902 
Mobile: 0408 079 184 Mobile: 0419 750 299 
Email:  anardi@scca.org.au  Email:  mcockburn@scca.org.au 
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